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Abstract
The exponential growth of a worldwide electronic trend over the last few
years, the so-called Internet of Things (IoT) has inspired an influential,
enthusiastic interest in healthcare and medical applications. Traditional
medicine can get extraordinary advantages from the spread of individual
information to rapidly make people part of a global, colossal network.
These data will be instantly accessible from anywhere, making the diag-
nosis and medical treatments highly specialistic and successful. Conse-
quently, by optimising time in recollecting information and in data anal-
ysis, cost of the healthcare would drastically drop down. A first example
of sharing personal data has been introduced by the wearable technology,
which has the aim to inform users about own vital parameters, that can
improve quality of life. This market has become promising, as the num-
ber of connected wearable devices worldwide is expected to jump from an
estimate of 325 million in 2016 to over 830 million in 2020. In any case,
the complete integration of electronic circuits in the human body is con-
sidered one of the essential characteristics of a wearable medical device.
Over the last few years, there has been enormous progress in materials,
designs, and manufacturing processes for flexible and stretchable systems
to fill the gap between a rigid and planar electronics, and the curvilinear
and flexible biological tissues, fostering the well-known new branch of
Electronics, called epidermal electronics. Despite the extraordinary ef-
fort to make the electronic circuit utterly transparent to the body, these
newly redesigned electronics are still suffering the necessity of a stable
telecommunication system able to connect the body with the rest of the
8
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world. Uncomfortable cables are still commonly used to connect sensors
to the body and, despite several wireless methods have been developed
and tested, the communication method remains the highest challenge.
New electronic circuits have been designed to reduce power consumption
to limit the space for battery and investigate other harvesting methods.
Embedding ultralow power sources, energy storage units and wireless
modules in a minimally invasive form is hence an essential prerequisite for
the acceptance of bio-integrated devices in daily life. This thesis aims to
investigate a variety of different technologies to demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of using a low cost and low power device to detect vital parameters and
power a robust and low-power communication method. Many different
technologies can be employed to tackle the weaknesses of these innova-
tions. With that background, a radiofrequency identification technology
(RFID) would be considered a perfect compromise between power con-
sumption and a minimal amount of space occupied. The communication
through electromagnetic backscattering requires just a small low-power
IC transponder, which is wirelessly powered-up and remotely accessed by
a processing unit. Indeed, the intrinsically passive nature of the RFID
technology allows to actively reduce energy for operations, avoiding using
a large battery to feed transmitting and computational processes, encour-
aging the miniaturization of sensors. Among many RFID standards, the
UHF RFID (860-960 MHz) is most promising in the field of sensing for
human body parameters due to the possibility to reach reading ranges
up to three meters. Although this technology could pave the way to a
board range of pervasive application, it hits with many limitations that
practically bounds many expectations. The presence of the body, in-
deed, absorbing a significant amount of electromagnetic power, reduces
the performances of tags, which in turn decrease the reading distance.
Furthermore, by adding sensing capability to a UHF RFID transponder,
consequently, the required energy to power sensors raises, which need
to be gathered by the electromagnetic fields. Therefore, for a reliable
sensing capability, the RFID technology cannot be considered the most
reliable option. Moreover, in medical use, very often, the sensors need
to deliver data when an anomaly in the sensing is detected, nevertheless,
since the RFID technology is fully passive, it cannot autonomously trans-
mit, so it would not be able to send information if a remote controller
didn’t ask for it. Many other solutions can overcome that shortcoming.
These standalone devices are regularly used when the monitored param-
eters evolve slowly. In these cases, a fully autonomous technology is an
9
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efficient alternative. Bluetooth low energy (BLE) or Smart Bluetooth,
which is considered a new paradigm of the IoT, has reached an enormous
success thanks to its very low power consumption and the capability to
handle such different fields of application. BLE is currently the most
used technology for wearable devices, boasting the highest growth in the
“portable consumer electronics”. BLE standard appears mature enough
to address lacks of the RFID adequately; furthermore, it exhibits a sig-
nificant advantage in term of data spreading because it doesn’t need a
dedicated processing unit to decode data, since, nowadays each commer-
cial mobile phone integrates a Bluetooth communication module. Al-
though the BLE technology is considered ultra-low-power compared to
the other digital solutions, in the case it would be necessary to monitor
parameters with high sample rate for an extended time, BLE doesn’t
have the necessaries requirements. The amount of energy to power a
device would require batteries that are usually out of size for a com-
fortable, wearable application. A simple method to avoid an overmuch
power consumption is to reduce the number of electronic circuits. In
both of case above described, communication is entirely digital. Digital
communication requires a considerable amount of energy (as it needs to
establish a protocol) that is necessary to maintain the connection. On
the other hand, analog communication would allow reducing power used
for communication, optimizing energy resource to feed the sensors. The
frequency selective surfaces (FSS) based sensors are a reliable option for
addressing this limitaion. An FSS is any repetitive surface designed to
reflect, transmit or absorb the electromagnetic fields. The FSS is well
known in the field of microwave systems, antenna radomes and meta-
material, for its filtering properties. Many different reasons make the
FSS useful in the communication for wearable devices. Analog devices
could perform a long lifetime, cutting out the power consumption, being
autonomous in term of energy. In fact, many harvesting methods could
be investigated to turn a medical device into a standalone, self-powered,
integrated part of the body.
10
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Nomenclature
BLE Bluetooth Low Energy
CZT Chirp Z-transform
EDA Electrodermal Activity
FFT Fast Fourier Trasform
FSS Frequency Selective Surfaces
GSR galvanic skin response
IoT Internet of things
NTC Negative Thermistor Coefficient
OSA Obstructive sleep apnea
RCS Radar Cross Section
SoC System on chip
UHF Ultra high frequency
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WHD Wearable Health Device
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1.1 Wearable Internet of Things (wIoT)
The combination of a fast increase in elderly population, rising cost of
healthcare, and the prevalence of chronic diseases paves the way for a new
shape of healthcare systems, migrating from an hospital-centered system
to a futuristic user-centered environment, improving citizen’s life quality
and wellbeing. A wearable health device is any portable sensor able to
measure body-centric parameters to refine diagnosis and medical thera-
pies [1, 2, 3]. Many of the common diseases develop from a lousy day-life
behavior, which gradually degenerates in a certain degree of a significant
pathology. Monitoring daily parameters and connecting them to a re-
mote infrastructure some bad patient’s habit can be avoided, allowing
a substantial increase in treatment outcomes’ efficacy and effectiveness.
It has been demonstrated that a huge amount of chronic disease can be
monitored by measuring skin characteristics. The epidermis is indeed
a complex, time-evolving interface that provides a valuable insight into
people’s health wellbeing. The skin can reflect significant physiological
changes earlier than central parameters, which are protected by homeo-
static feedback. It is also the primary perceptual interface towards the
surrounding environment, and it is continuously “sampled” by the central
nervous system concerning tactile cues. With the new generation of con-
nectivity technology, likewise, the IoT, body parameters measured from
the skin can be easily shared on an extraordinary expanded network.
Indeed, the concept of Internet-of-things (IoT) provides a robust frame-
work for interconnecting edge computing devices, wearable sensors and
1
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1.2. Sensors for body-centric applications 2
smartphones and cloud computing platforms for seamless interactions.
Therefore, these improvements are going to generate a high demand for
creating a wearable IoT technologies (wIoT) to deploy large-scale wear-
able sensors networked with remote medical infrastructure.
Nevertheless, a substantial changing in electronics, materials and telecom-
munications methodology has to be done to achieve such a futuristic goal.
Three essential concepts must be taken into account to design new wear-
able IoT: Mimetism, robustness, and connectivity. First, planar and
rigid electronics does not fit requirements for medical on body device,
which need to be soft, flexible and biocompatible to shape the body
with comfort for the users. In addition, usability studies have changed
the design of new wearable devices making them always invisible in day
life (e.g., wrist accelerometer in the form of jewelry) allowing to create
integrated and hidden sensors [4, 5, 6]. Second, robustness. As the in-
formation managed by wIoT is directly related to the users’ life, any
mistake caused for a weak measurement or an incorrect calculation must
be remarkably reduced to accept wIoT technology as an alternative to
the traditional medicine approach [4, 7, 8]. Third, connectivity, which
is the basement for the wearable systems. A reliable network allows to
quickly deliver data to health care centers, elaborate them and realize
new aggregative analysis to boost the quality of diagnosis and therapies.
Finally, three factors in particular have contributed to these advances: 1)
increased data processing power, 2) faster wireless communications with
higher bandwidth, and 3) improved design of microelectronics and sensor
devices [9].
This chapter introduces technological improvements, which has been al-
lowed a big step forward for healthcare body-centric systems [10, 3].
1.2 Sensors for body-centric applications
A variety of precise and reliable body sensors are currently employed to
measure different key indicators of the health state. Electrocardiogram
(ECG), heart rate, blood pressure, body and skin temperature, posture
and physical activity are examples of commercial sensors for on body
applications. Unfortunately, most of the developed medical devices are
heavy, complicated, and out of size to be attached onto the body for a
long time. In the last few years, a significant amount of wearable devices
have been extensively studied to increase personal healthcare therapies
2
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and wellbeing. Activity detectors [9], security trackers [11, 12], ambient
assistant living (AAL) device, home rehabilitation trackers [13], seizure
alert as well as sleep monitoring devices [14, 15, 16, 17, 18], have already
been developed and tested (Fig. 1.1) to overcome typical problems of
the medical instrumentation. Thanks to the emerging low power micro-
controllers and new communication technics, which are able of guarantee
reliability, long lifetime, and accurate results, those devices can evolve
from simple activity tracker to personal medical devices [19]. Continu-
ous health and wellbeing data can be similarly monitored and seamlessly
tracked, providing an excellent boost for remote healthcare. In fact, it
can enable fast and safe diagnosis, reducing health care costs and morbid-
ity of lifestyle-induced poor health. Nevertheless, this class of wearable
devices need to satisfy specific medical criteria while operating under sev-
eral ergonomic constraints and significant hardware resource limitations.
Therefore, the challenge on the wearable systems for health monitoring
remains in the areas of long-term stability, power management, and bio-
compatibility of embodiment.
Regardless to healthcare applications, three different generations of devel-
opment can be considered. The first generation is the current commercial
state of medical sensors, which use data to improve personal healthcare
by tracking the body activity. The second generation identifies a step
forward, where continuous monitoring of patient data can be used to
detect and analyze chronic disease. The second generation emerged as
the result of advances in sensing technology that facilitate continuous
monitoring with multiple sensors. This new generation of sensing intro-
duces the concept of agents, which use processing units for taking the
necessary actions towards an objective. These actions can be based on
an autonomous interaction with the environment or cooperation with
other agents allowing a refined diagnosis. Finally, the third generation is
a future research area that aims to combine continuous health monitor-
ing with other sources of medical knowledge (e.g., genomics, proteomics,
metabonomics) to improve a personalized clinical care. The innovations
in sensor area are improving quickly, becoming ready to satisfy most of
the wearable medical devices requirements. In fact, modern generations
of medical devices usually integrates MEMS-designed inertial sensors,
including accelerometers, gyroscopes and compasses, which provide an
inexpensive and low power manner to collect body-centric data. How-
ever, through the different generation of developed sensors, in the last
decades only some of these sensors are able to match all of specific re-
3
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1.3. Electronics for body-centric integrated systems 4
quirements for a realizable, wireless and wearable application in daily
life.
1.3 Electronics for body-centric integrated
systems
Wearable systems used for activity tracking, storing data and deliver
feedback therapy, are considered for a first personalized medicine. How-
ever, multiple technical challenges such as the fabrication of high-performance,
energy-efficient sensors and memory modules that are in mechanical con-
tact with soft tissues, with controlled delivery of therapeutic agents, limit
the wide-scale adoption. In these applications, the classical interpreta-
tion of the electronics is outshine, making hard silicon wafer obsolete,
replaced with such a new paradigm of electronics well-known as the flex-
ible and the epidermal electronics. Research on materials, mechanics,
and designs for multifunctional, wearable-on-the-skin systems that ad-
dress these challenges for a proper integration, stretchable electronics on
a tissue-like polymeric substrate are going very fast across the last few
years. New frontiers of flexible and biocompatible electronic make these
applications genuinely possible in the closest future.
1.3.1 More than wearable: Flexible electronics, smart
textile, and epidermal electronics
The Flexible electronics can be considered a first expedient to achieve op-
timal mimetism behaviour for a wearable electronic device. Nowadays,
the flexible electronics offers a wide variety of novel applications such as
flexible circuits [20], conformable RFID tags [21], flexible displays [22],
electronic paper [23], implantable medical devices [24], and robotic sys-
tems with skin-like sensing capabilities [25, 20], allowing improvements
in the wIoT eco-system. Integrated circuits on flexible substrates pro-
duce attributes in electronic devices that are impossible to achieve with
standard technologies that use semiconductor wafers. Nearly all associ-
ated device technologies continue, however, to rely on conceptually old
designs. Until now, all electronic circuits as electrodes or sensors were at-
tached to the skin via adhesive tapes, uncomfortable mechanical clamps
or straps, all connected to rigid circuit boards, power supplies, and com-
munication components. The epidermal electronics introduces a different
4
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(a) New-born sensing (b) Stretchable properties
(c) Soldering capability (d) Skin-like sensors
Figure 1.1: Epidermal Electronics [23, 25]
approach, in which the sensors, micro-controllers, and the communication
components are configured together into ultra-thin lightweight, stretch-
able “skin-like” substrate, invisible for the user, evolving much like a tem-
porary transfer tattoos (Fig. 1.1)[26]. New materials [20, 27] based on
organic structure, low power communication methods [28, 29, 30, 31, 32],
and battery fabrication [33, 34] are, at the moment, extensively explored
for flexible circuitry, even though that film-based or nano-structures of
inorganic still show modest performance that might restrict the applica-
tion possibilities.
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1.4 Challenges and outlines of this thesis
Among the requirements and the technologies examined, appear essential
to shaping the design on the precise target, avoiding a generic solution
that considers a restricted option. For this reason, after having chosen
a narrow range of medical application, to solve the problem by explor-
ing different options can be more straightforward. After an introduction
about the technologies that have been considered for addressing the re-
quirements for wearable health devices (WHD), the first part of this thesis
has the aim to analyze, modify and test a variety of sensors for specific
WHD. This thesis discusses advantages and limitations of three different
communication technologies for on body measurement and methods to
choose and reshape sensors for optimum body-centric assessments. The
RFID technology is considered one of the most influential solutions to
overcome the limited power consumption due to the presence of many
sensors connected. Further, the Bluetooth low energy has been studied
to solve security problems and reading distance that overall represent the
bottleneck of the RFID for the body-worn sensors. However, this tech-
nology is more complicated and, consequently, the battery life is sharply
decreased. Analog devices can drastically reduce the energy needs due to
the sensors and the communications, considering few elements and a sim-
ple transmitting method. An entirely passive communication method,
based on FSS is studied, enabling a reasonable reading distance with
precise and reliable sensing capabilities, which has been discussed in this
thesis.
The objective of this thesis is to investigate multiple wireless technolo-
gies for wearable devices to identify suitable solutions for particular ap-
plications in the medical field. The first objective is to demonstrate the
usability of the inexpensive battery-less technologies as a useful indicator
of such a physio-pathological parameters by investigating the properties
of the RFID tags. Furthermore, a more complex aspect regards the use
of small passive components as wireless sensors for sleep diseases. Lastly,
an outcome of the thesis is to develop an entirely autonomous system us-
ing the BLE technology to obtain advanced properties keeping low power
and a low price.
Concretely, these are the primary goals of the thesis:
1. Desing, prototype and test an epidermal RFID tag, which can measure
body temperature in order to demonstrate the employment of low-power,
low cost and disposable technology for specific medical applications. Its
6
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performances are explored considering the variability of the human body.
Also, biocompatible materials are examined to identify their conforma-
bility with the human body. Finally, sensing capability are investigated
to define a proper field of applications.
2. Analyse, prototyping and test a wearable and flexible breathing sensor
based on the FSS transmitting method to demonstrate practical uses of
this approach for a simple, low-power and reliable medical sensor. Its
performance is investigated considering various frequency ranges, differ-
ent substrate materials and different places on the body to validate its
compatibility with the human body.
3. Investigate the use of the BLE as continuous monitoring of breathing
to detect sleep disorder diseases by producing and test some prototypes.
The primary goal is to study the trade-off between power consumption,
data transmitted, conformability and reliability of the sensors.
The next Chapter provides an overview of the leading technologies used in
telecommunications for medicine and to define the boundaries of the re-
search, the outcome and the guidelines. Later, an introduction to the RF
technology and its advantages in some application are discussed in Chap-
ter 3. In the same chapter, a manipulation to develop an entirely passive,
disposable and wireless radio-thermometer is explained. Chapter 4 clar-
ify the semi-passive technique based on the frequency selective surfaces,
which can increase reading distance and resolution to get more reliable
measures. Here, a breathing sensor, based on temperature changes in the
respiration airflow for assisting chronic sleep disease has been discussed
as a proof of concept. After that, an introduction to the Bluetooth low
energy (BLE) technology and a more complex form of data analysis is
shown in Chapter 5, an application that makes use of the galvanic skin
response sensor to detect sleep apneas and sleep arousals has been de-
mostrated as a proof of concept. Chapter 5 also discuss a brief correlation
between sleep monitoring sensors by using the BLE technology. Finally,
Chapter 6 draws the conclusions.
7
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Wireless technologies for wearable health
devices (WHD)
2.1 Internet of Things (IoT): background for
wearable communications
Healthcare applications in IoT systems are going to be part of that inte-
grated network due to the ability of these systems to provide many useful
features that facilitate remote monitoring of patients [35]. Thanks to the
exponential production of wide variety of cheap, reliable sensors ( wear-
able, implanted and environmental), the IoT has the potential to put
in place personal Smart-Health systems as a part of the improvement
in medical treatment and diagnosis. A pervasive interconnection with
things requires a multitude of electronic objects and infrastructures able
to manipulate data for secure remote control, especially for vital body
parameters, where security, the integrity of data and privacy are the keys
roles. The paradigm of Cloud computing [36, 2, 37] can provide facilities
to access shared resources and infrastructure for aggregating data and
analysis, offering services on-demand, over the worldwide network. Also,
the advance of machine-to-machine communication (M2M) [35], which
enables the direct interaction of pervasive healthcare sensors by extension
with Cloud computing systems facilitates the data fusion and analysis.
The perfect merge between cloud computing and M2M paradigm makes
the IoT paradigm able to overcome issues due to critical information they
carry on, by using specific protocols for inter-device and Internet commu-
nication, providing real-time access to device information and allowing
8
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the remote management of the devices with security privacy, and data
integrity.
2.1.1 RFID approach for Health application
Radio frequency identification (RFID) can provide a reliable and inex-
pensive manner of measuring people wellbeing. Thanks to their natural
thin shapes, RFID transponders (tags) can be easily worn as gadget, key-
cards, and wristbands, or they can be integrated as part of clothing. A
passive RFID system is a slim system, composed of a digital device called
tag, embedding an antenna and an IC-chip with the unique identification
code (ID), and a radio scanner device, called reader. Up to now, RFID
technology is mostly applied to logistics of goods; nevertheless, the very
recent research is exploring other paths, considering sensing applications
in the field of healthcare and industrial sensing [5, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. RF
identification (RFID) systems may represent the strategic alternative for
not invasive and straightforward component due to the energy autonomy
and their low cost, which is compatible with a widespread distribution
and disposable applications. RFID systems could, therefore, permit to
implement an efficient contribution to the wearable, implantable, and
epidermal IoT concerning the pervasive quantification of the person’s in-
teraction with the environment. Passive and semi-passive (i.e., battery-
less, battery assisted) devices in the band (860–960 MHz) are the best
candidate for measuring body parameter in an indoor environment.
2.1.2 Bluetooth low energy (BLE)
One of the most exciting innovations on the IoT has been the advent of
the new generation of Bluetooth. Announced at the beginning of 2011,
the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is an ad-hoc IoT implementation. Es-
pecially for healthcare application, it reveals excellent potentials due to
various factors. Healthcare systems require dedicated technologies for
handling the challenges of the growing population with chronic diseases
[14, 43, 44, 45]. These medical conditions require continuous monitoring
rather than episodic assessment and ubiquitous healthcare guarantee to
make diagnosis and therapies more effective. BLE is an emerging new
low power wireless technology that is developed for short-range monitor-
ing and control applications, claims to offer many new features and is
expected to get broad adoption by many mobile manufacturers around
9
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the world. In addition, it wants to be included in daily life mobile de-
vices to be used in combination with dedicated chip able to measure the
body-centric parameters and deliver data to the closer connected gate-
way. A typical BLE stack consists of two main parts, a controller and a
host. The controller usually includes the physical and the link layer im-
plemented in the form of a (System-On-Chip) with an integrated radio-
transponder. Meanwhile, the host runs on an application processor and
includes upper layer functionality: Logical Link Control and Adaptation
Protocol (L2CAP), the Attribute control (ATT), the Generic Attribute
Profile (GATT), the Security Manager Protocol and Generic Access Pro-
file (GAP). The communication between the host and the controller is
standardized as the Host Controller Interface (HCI). Such a complicated
architecture furnishes a substantial interaction between the sensor, the
host and the owner, the controller. BLE stack allows reducing the in-
teraction between the sensor and the rest of the world thanks to its
dedicated implementation, improving the battery life and reducing the
size of the sensor on the body. It represents the best compromise between
a powerful sensing capability and a light communication service.
2.1.3 Backscattering: Analog vs digital communications
Technologies above mentioned try to overcome the limitations of the
power consumption in different manners; RFID avoids the use of the
battery, taking advantage by the transmitting energy, the BLE technol-
ogy tries to reduce power consumption reducing the operating time. In
many cases, these solutions fail, and the results depend on the precise ap-
plication. For these reasons, other technologies need to be considered. By
reducing the number of the electronic component at the minimum value,
a reduced amount of energy can be achieved. The aim of the technology
based on frequency selective surface (FSS) is to define a minimum power
consumption to use other harvesting methods for comformable, wearable,
and long-life devices. The above mentioned techniques use sophisticated
digital communication methods, which rise the power consumption. An
alternative FSS based approach uses an analog communication, which re-
duces the number of components, computation time and then, the power
consumption. Table 2.1 shows the main differences between the three
categories of IoT telecommunication method commonly used.
10
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Table 2.1: Comparing different wireless technologies
2.1.3.1 Frequency selective surfaces (FSS)
Daily applications such as respiration or heart rate detection, want to
control vital parameters remotely by using a high sample rate and for an
extended time. That drastically reduces the battery lifetime, and even
the best RFID solution cannot afford such a long reading distance. There-
fore, to decrease the power consumption the electronic components on
the board can be minimized. FSS-based communication responds to the
growing interest in the combination of wireless communication systems
with wearable products. Advantages of textile antennas include, rela-
tively lightweight, flexible substrates and simple integration into clothing,
so that microwave devices, including antennas formed of unique fabrics,
can be considered as a substitute for conventional printed circuit devices.
In many cases, these flexible antennas are employed as a modulated sur-
face that connects a modulator, which use a sensor to change parameters
of the antenna [46, 33]. This approach allows saving much energy usu-
ally spent in transmitting process, increasing of more than a 100% the
battery life.
2.2 Sensors requirements for wireless devices
Medical data are the most critical categories of personal information.
That kind of data needs to be separately treated to be manipulated on
a network and have to guarantee strong reliability. For this reason, the
11
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researchers are exposed to many different challenges to increase efficiency,
safety, and security of wearable medical devices (WMD): First, there are
different manufacturing and technological challenges, likewise;
- Improvements in sensor miniaturization and efficiency: Many sensors
that are used for current wearable systems tend to be out of size and may
require specific and often uncomfortable on-body placement to provide
reliable measurements.
- Battery technologies and energy harvesting: Power consumption ap-
pears to be perhaps the most significant technical issue and the perfor-
mance bottleneck in current implementations. Wearable sensor systems
should be able to operate maintenance-free for an extended time. Further
research in power harvesting techniques (e.g. through body heat or mo-
tion), low-power transceivers and improvements in battery technologies
promise to solve this problem.
- Clinical validation: Developed systems must be exhaustively tested and
validated by professional physicians.
- Standardization: The requirement for interoperability between differ-
ent communication infrastructures and between various types of devices,
sensors and actuators, addresses the need for homogeneity in communica-
tion interfaces and cooperation between experts, manufacturers, network
providers, and health organizations.
The evaluation of the sensors for the WMD also involves different parties
as manufacturers, doctors, and users. For this reason, the specific fea-
tures have different significance levels for each interested side. In many
cases, reliable medical instrumentations such as ECG or EEG are heavy,
bulky and uncomfortable; often they do not meet the user’s wishes and,
consequently, their application is sharply limited. On the other hand,
much of the activity tracker on the marketplace can be wear as gadgets,
but they can not be employed as medical devices due to their reduced
reliability. Therefore, the sensor features need to address an optimum
compromise among requirements. Furthermore, a persuasive technol-
ogy takes into account other significant improvements. A critical issue
involves the manner to present the information to the users or profes-
sionals. Technologies that can successfully present long-term healthcare
data could delay or even prevent the onset of medical problems. Never-
theless, to drive a significant behaviour change, an efficient strategy of
four components have to be taken into account:
1) present a simple, tailored message that is easy to understand,
12
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Property Description
Wearability The entire system have to overcame
conformability issues, small size and light
weight.
Aesthetic Issue The system shouldn’t not severely affect the
user appearance
Lifetime Low power consumption and long lifetime,
small or not battery.
Real-time application The system is usefull in real life scenario




Complex algorithm means high power
consumption
Easy to use Easy placement on the body
Reliability Reliable and accurate result
Cost Lower cost impact a spread distribution
Interference robustness The system is not affected by the enviroment
(little affected)
Fault tolerance The user needs to feel free to do any movement
Scalability Easy to upgrade
Decision support The implementation can include some
diagnosis/decision mechanism or a pattern
recognition
Table 2.2: Requirements for wearable medical devices [48]
2) at an appropriate time,
3) at a proper place,
4) using a nonirritating strategy (even after possibly hundreds of pre-
sentations). Context detection algorithms provide information that can
trigger messages at an appropriate time, and mobile computers allow
message presentation at the right place. This class of device is called
just-in-time persuasive interfaces [47], and it can be considered in the
development of a WMD as a basement for a long-term monitoring pro-
cess.
In Table 2.2, a list of requirement is described in order to address a
general characteristic for body-centric measurements.
13
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2.2.1 Sensors selection for medical applications
This research focuses on a limited range of sensors, which can meet most
of the requirements. Table 2.3 resume a list of existing developed and
tested sensor, which are considered for this research. Considering their
properties, some of them are explored and discussed in this thesis.
2.2.1.1 Thermometers
Body core and skin temperature are good indicators of the health state.
Many kinds of dull, small, and reliable temperature sensors are commer-
cially available. Thermistors, and other integrated sensors can be used in
many different manners to obtain an efficient wireless measurement. The
modern commercial sensors hold compactness, high resolution, accuracy,
versatility, and low price. Moreover, researchers are going to develop an
entirely invisible elastomeric, transparent and stretchable sensor to ulti-
mately meet the requirements of the compatibility with the human skin
(Fig. 2.1). Furthermore, thermistor-based sensors are excellent examples
of reliable and inexpensive sensors. Thermistors have been explored in a
variety of industrial application, likewise; environmental sensors for mon-
itoring temperate changing and for security systems. Depending on their
resolution, thermal sensors can be used as an indicator of febrile states
as an alert or, in case of more accurate measurement, for tracking the
changing in the skin behavior to identify various pathologies. The wholly
passive nature of the sensor minimizes the amount of energy employed,
extending the battery lifetime. For these reasons, modern temperature
sensors represent a low cost, low power consumption, and low-invasive
solution.
2.2.1.2 Conductivity of the skin
The sweating is controlled by the sympathetic nervous system, while skin
conductance is an indication of psychological or physiological arousal.
Therefore, a minimally invasive measurement can give more data about
significant parameters of the body. Improvements in materials and fabri-
cation methods, as well as miniaturization of micro-controllers and con-
ditioning circuits, has created new wearables, non-invasive applications.
The conductance of the skin can be an important indicator of the sweat-
ing factor and the state of body hydration, enabling smart applications.
14
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( activation of the
sympatetic nerve)
Yes Passive Low
Heart rate (HR) Skin electrodes Frequency of cardiac
cycle
Yes A/P Low
Blood glucose Skin-based glucose
meter



















Blood pressure Pulse oximpeter Pressure caaused by




Heart sounds Microphone Sound caused by the
heart movements
No Passive High
Table 2.3: Bio-sensor for wearable devices [49]
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(a) wireless thermometer (b) Chemical sweat sensor
(c) Forehead wireless thermometer (d) Wireless flexible MC10® Sensor
Figure 2.1: Temperature sensors, examples. [50, 51, 52, 53]
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Skin conductance can be easily measured by recording the resistance be-
tween two places on the skin by using an inexpensive metal-based elec-
trodes. This is apparently easy method to measure skin properties. On
the contrary, considering it relatively small variation, the signal needs to
be processed, filtered and amplified to be efficacy used, which has limited
its application in the field of portable medical devices. This parameter
can be widely used in clinical setting.
2.2.1.3 Magnetometers, gyroscopes and accelerometers
Magnetometers, gyroscopes, and accelerometers are widely used as mo-
tion capture sensors and movement analysis. A magnetometer measures
magnetic fields and the magnetization of materials. The simplest exam-
ple for a magnetometer employment is the compass, which measures the
direction of the environmental magnetic field; They are widely employed
for measuring the Earth polarity. In recent years, magnetometers have
been miniaturized to be incorporated in integrated circuits with a low
cost, and improving their usage in portable devices. The magnetometer
sensor is based on the modern solid-state technology to create a miniature
Hall-effect sensor, which is able to detects magnetic field along the three
geometric axes. The Hall-effect sensor produces the voltage which is pro-
portional to the strength and polarity. Their voltage output is converted
to digital signal representing the field intensity. The magnetometer is
enclosed in a small electronic chip that often incorporates other sensors
(typically a built-in accelerometer and gyroscope) that help to correct
the raw measurements by data fusion (Fig. 2.3).
17
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(a) GSR principle illustration (b) Commercial GSR sensor for re-
search studies
(c) wearable GSR sensor (d) GSR embedded in a glove
Figure 2.2: Conductivity sensors, examples.[54, 55, 56]
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(a) Artistic painting, sensors are used
to convert movement in art
(b) Posture sensor
(c) Angle sensor (d) orientation of the arm sensing
Figure 2.3: Sensors for body movements detection, examples [57, 55,
58, 59].
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2.3 Applications for body sensing
2.3.1 Fever rush detector with RFID technology
The wireless and continuous measurement of human body temperature
may open new frontiers in the monitoring and control of pathologies that
involve fever rushes, such as epidemics or virus infection. It also takes
care of the skin infection around wounds and lesions. Current technolo-
gies are mostly based on non-contacting infrared thermometers to quickly
and non-invasively collect the body temperature. Those sensors, how-
ever, require instrument’s probe very close to the body district and need
the effort of an operator. Thus generate a massive workload for nurses
and clinicians when concurs a fast sampling rate due to the number of
patients. Automated wireless monitoring of temperature would instead
enable data readings to be automatically stored, retrieved, and analyzed
for trends and statistics. Battery-assisted temperature autonomous sen-
sors for both clinical and personal use are nowadays commercially avail-
able, but the involved high costs and the not negligible volume (mainly
due to the presence of battery) are currently an obstacle for their dif-
fusion as disposable and nearly transparent devices able to conformally
adhere to the human skin [21].
2.3.2 Body skin temperature
The skin temperature variation is a standard indicator of brain activ-
ity and particular psychological states. Long-term assessment of skin
temperature can also provide accurate profiles of the circadian-system
rhythm (for instance skin warming is functionally linked to sleep propen-
sity) [60].
2.3.3 Breathing sensor and apnea detection
Breathing is a prominent indicator of several problems like allergies,
asthma, but also more complex brain controlled breathing disorder, as
well as many sleeping diseases. For example, the obstructive sleep ap-
nea (OSA) is already considered the most common respiratory problem
during sleep, which is characterized by cessations of airflow due to the
collapsing soft walls at the throat. Nowadays, accelerometer-based sen-
sors are designed to detect breathing and often share this information on
20
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the network, communicating through a gateway to a web service. Also,
non-contact devices have been proposed to detect respiration. However,
steps forward can be done to improve performance in battery lifetime,
size, and comfort [61, 62, 63, 17, 64, 65, 66, 67].
2.3.4 Galvanic skin response (GSR) sensors for
autonomous nervous system (ANS) activity
The sympathetic nervous system controls sweating, while skin conduc-
tance is an indication of psychological or physiological arousal. If the
sympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system is highly aroused,
the sweat glands activity also increases, which in turn increases skin con-
ductance. This parameter is strongly related to the healthy state of the
body and if monitored continuously, can furnish a powerful help for di-
agnosis and therapies in many diseases like schizophrenia, insomnia, and
brain disorders. GSR is widely studied in the forecasting of seizures in
the epilepsy [64]. Galvanic skin response (GSR) adopts simple metal
electrodes to measure the resistance between two positions on the skin.
The density of the sweat glands changes along the skin, but thanks to
the high density on the wrist as well as the fingertips, the electrodes can
be displaced to provide more comfort to the user. This sensor can be also
used in combination with other sensors to monitor the sleep, breathing
and unexpected arousals.
2.4 Conclusions
This Chapter has presented technologies considered for analysis regarding
body-worn sensors and communication methods. The overall aim of this
introduction is to set up the boundaries of the research, reducing the
investigation around three main examples to define their strengths and
weakness for medical sensing. Next chapters describe the usability of
three different technologies by introducing concrete cases of application
and results.
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Passive RFID for body sensing
The Radio-frequency identification (RFID) systems are mostly used in lo-
gistics and transportation, but in the last decades, have been successfully
employed also in other, more complexes areas, such as the body-centric
and environmental sensing. Born as a technology for simple identifica-
tion of items, in the last years has developed various sensing capabilities,
becoming an excellent choice for a disposable, wireless, and low price
industrial applications. Furthermore, among the existing standards for
BANs, the RFID appears as the most promising technology to interact
with epidermal devices thanks to their thin shape and inexpensive price.
A typical RFID architecture requires a small battery-less IC transpon-
der (or tag), which is suited for integration within flexible, lightweight
and ultra-thin membranes. RFID tags have therefore a great potential
to be adequately reshaped in an entirely novel form of epidermal-like
plasters that can be wirelessly powered-up and accessed by a remote
reader. Especially in the UHF band (860-960 MHz), although strongly
influenced by high dielectric materials like the human body, the RFIDs
could provide in principle reading ranges up to one meter and more.
The transponders comprise a miniaturized antenna for energy harvest-
ing and communication with a remote interrogator, a microchip for data
sampling modulation and several sensing elements connected to the IC or
distributed over the radiator surface (e.g. sensitive coatings). New RFID
transponders include sensing capabilities that give a very miniaturized
dimension but force the communication unit to be laid directly on the
skin. Therefore the performance of the tag decrease due to the presence
of the body and a reshaping of the tag is necessary.
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Also, the restrictions on the medical system force the classic RFID de-
sign to an entirely new shape. In this chapter, a temperature sensor
based on the RFID technology has been thoroughly redesigned to meet
the essential requirements for a wIoT application. A radio-thermometer
is designed, modified to suit different body shape, and tested to study
communication and sensing performance.
3.1 Challenges
The behaviour of the human body imposes severe limitations on the ra-
diation performance achievable by UHF radiators. This problem has
been widely discussed in the past by the research on wearable anten-
nas. The main idea has been to decouple the antenna from the body
as much as possible using ground planes (patch-like antennas) [68] or
multilayer spacers placed between the body and dipole, slot, or a loop
antenna [41, 69]. However, while wearable antennas are frequently in-
tegrated within clothes without any critical constraint of micro-metric
thickness, epidermal ones are conceived to be attached directly over the
skin by using at most sub-millimeter thick, soft membranes. As skin-
mounted transponders must perform together communication and sens-
ing, their presence must not interfere with the local metabolism of the
epidermis such to not alter the measurements of bio-parameters over the
skin surface. Accordingly, the substrates are required to be not only bio-
compatible but also breathable to ensure the preservation of the natural
transpiration and the temperature of the skin. Shielding planes, as in the
case of patch antennas, must be avoided and the amount of the metal
conductor minimized. As a consequence, the antennas are expected to
be affected by the inter-individual variability of human tissues as well
as to the surface deformation due to the muscular contraction and body
movements. Epidermal antennas are not an alternative technology aimed
at replacing or outperforming the functionalities of conventional wear-
able antennas, while instead, they are the essential way to provide the
emerging flexible/stretchable bioelectronics for medical devices and sys-
tems with communication capability. The following chapter introduces
an original approach base yielding to the design and demonstration of real
epidermal transponders having concrete applicability to the continuous
and random monitoring of peoples health and wellness. The possibility to
remotely access epidermal devices could permit to simultaneously inter-
act with multiple skin devices to elaborate not only individual statistics
23
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but also cross-analysis patterns. The expected outcome of the work is to
boost the usability of the epidermal electronics in the same way as the
research on wearable antennas and body-centric communication. Also,
the restrictions on the medical system force the classic RFID design to an
entirely new shape. In this chapter, a temperature sensor based on the
RFID technology has been thoroughly redesigned to meet the essential
requirements for a wIoT application. A radio-thermometer is designed,
modified to suit different body shape, and tested to study communication
and sensing performance.
3.2 Background
An RFID system [70] is composed of two main components: the remote
transponder or tag, including an antenna and a microchip transmitter
(IC), and the local querying system or reader that collects and eventually
processes the received data. Besides a unique identification code (ID),
the data wirelessly transmitted back to the reader can include different
sensing-related information that can also be stored in the IC memory.
The tags could be passive, which are able to harvest the energy from the
interrogating system, semi-passive when a battery is included only to feed
embedded sensors or to increase the sensitivity of the receiver inside the
microchip, or active where a local source directly feeds a micro-controller
and the transmitting radio. Battery-less tags have an almost unlimited
life, are low cost, lightweight, and need no maintenance. Because of the
absence of a local power source, passive transponders provide a signifi-
cant flexibility in seamlessly integrating the RF devices with the human
skin. In passive and semi-passive technologies, at the beginning of the
reader-to-tag communication protocol, the reader first activates the tag
by transmitting a continuous wave that provides the required energy to
perform actions. Usually, even if passive tags are chepeer then the active
and semi-passive, the readers are more complicated and consequentely
more expensive.
In passive and semiactive technology, at the beginning of the reader- to-
tag communication protocol, the reader first activates the tag by sending
a continuous wave that provides the required energy to perform actions.
During this listening mode, the microchip exhibits an input impedance
ZC = RC + jXC , with XC being capacitive reactance. The energy
harvesting capability of the tag antenna with impedance ZA = RA+jXA
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which is maximum in case of conjugate impedance condition ZA = ZC∗ ,
i.e. when the chip can use the entire power available at the tag antenna.
During the next steps of the communication, the activated tag receives
commands from the reader, and finally sends back the data stored in the
IC memory through a backscattered modulation of the continuous wave
provided by the reader. In this case, the tag’s IC acts as a programmable
switching device between a low impedance and a high impedance states
ZONC , Z
OFF
C , thus modifying the reflectivity of the responding tag, and
hence the strength of the reflected power. Under the simplifying hy-
pothesis of free-space interactions, the power budget of the UHF-RFID
radio channel, that is, the power PR→T transmitted by the reader and
collected by the tag (direct link), and the power PR←T backscattered by
the tag toward the reader (backward link), is characterized through the
















where λ0 is the free-space wavelength of the carrier tone emitted by the
reader; θ and φ are the angles of a spherical coordinate system centered
at the tag; Pin is the power entering the reader’s antenna; GR(θ, φ) is
the gain of the reader antenna; η is the polarization factor accounting for
the mutual orientation reader-tag; Gτ (θ, φ) = G2T (θ, φ) · τ is the realized
gain of the tag, i.e. the radiation gain G2T (θ, φ) of the antenna corrected
by the power transfer coefficient between tag’s antenna and microchip.
At the reader side, various power-related parameters can be recorded be-
sides the digital code of the tag. The first parameter obtainable from the
forward link is the turn-on power P toin , that the minimum in input power
Pin through the reader’s antenna required to activate the tag integrated
circuit (Pchip). From turn-on measurement it is possible to extract the
25
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realized gain of the tag Gτ , as follows:






GR(θ, φ)η(θ, φ)·P toin(θ, φ)
(3.4)
that is a useful metric to experimentally evaluate the combined radiation
and matching properties of a tag antenna independently of the connected
IC. The backscattered power is also measurable by the reader in terms
of the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) that is directly related
to PR←T through a reader-specific linear conversion formula.
The two main sensing paradigms for the RFID tags are based on two basic
properties of the tags. In the analog tag with standard chips, the antenna
itself plays as an electromagnetic transducer of some physical/chemical
phenomenon under observation. On the other hand, digital transponders
with sensor-oriented chips, encodes the sensed data at the chip level and
transmit them in a digital form. This approach appear to be more stable,
even if it needs more energy to power their sensors. The first approach
exploits the intrinsic sensitivity of a bare tag to the time-variant bound-
ary conditions. Although simple and powerful, such operation mode has
the inherent disadvantage that the impedance mismatch caused by the
evolution of the sensing process is damaging to the communication func-
tionality. Finally, many issues limit the real-life use of the analog tag to
an extensive application involving low-cost (<1€), eventually disposable,
patches suitable only for a qualitative low-resolution [71] monitoring. The
real added value for epidermal sensing will be probably raised by the new
families of RFID ICs with augmented sensing capabilities [72, 73, 74].
They typically include an internal analog to digital converter (ADC), a
high-speed non-volatile memory (EEPROM), an embedded temperature
sensor, and a programmable front-end to connect general-purpose micro-
controllers and sensor (thermoresistance, interdigital capacitors, strain
gauge... ). The physical information is sampled by the specific sensor,
locally digitized and stored in the internal memory. The sensed data are
then recovered by the reader straight away in a digital form, thus drop-
ping out the source of errors due to the signal transmission. These chips
can be used in both passive and battery-assisted mode. In the latter case,
the tag can autonomously trigger measurements that are stored in the
user memory and then retrieved asynchronously by the reader (log mode).
The ultra-low power consumption of the IC circuitry (a few milliwatts)
enables harvesting energy out of some cycles of the interrogation signal,
26
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as well as from piezo-electric, solar or thermal scavengers. These devices
can be considered as a convergence point among fully passive tags and
the autonomous sensor nodes with local computational capabilities that
usually embed much more complex electronics. They could hence pro-
vide a possible tradeoff between superior sensing performance, immune
to the environmental interactions and average cost. The price to pay for
this exceptional capability is a higher cost of the chip (3 – 8 € versus a
few cents for conventional RFID chips) and a slightly weak IC sensitiv-
ity (more than 10 dB lower than traditional chips), which significantly
limits the read distance when used in full passive mode. Augmented IC
are definitively appealing for quantitive monitoring of biometrics using
tattoo-like sensors as well as for the multi-parameter accurate monitor-
ing of environmental parameters in IoT healthcare scenarios, as will be
shown in the following chapters.
The maximum distance at which the reader can detect a tag is a practical
indicator of overall tag communication performance. In the case of epi-
dermal antennas, the proximity with the lossy body induces a significant
dissipation of electromagnetic power, extremely degrading the radiation
gain. Consequently, much shorter reading distances must be expected for
skin-mounted RFID sensors with the respect of free-space tag, with ac-
tivation ranges intermediate between wearable and implantable systems.
Moreover, as sensing functionalities provided by the new RFID ICs are
achieved at the expense of a reduced power sensitivity (Pchip > -10 dBm),
the length of the communication link is further decreased. While extraor-
dinarily low-profile and inexpensive epidermal sensors are mandatory in
most of the cases (e.g. entirely passive disposable plasters), slightly com-
plicated circuitry is acceptable as well when the improved reading perfor-
mance and the reliable continuous monitoring are critical for the targeted
application. Then, battery-assisted solutions may also be exploited, es-
pecially since flexible thin-film battery technologies[75, 76] still permit a
certain degree of integration into soft skin-attachable patches.
3.3 Design of an RFID thermometer
Measuring temperature by an RFID tag attached to the body requires
the tag itself not to modify the local temperature of the skin. In other
words, the epidermal device should preserve the natural transpiration of
the skin. At this purpose the substrate has to be not only bio-compatible
27
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but even transpiring and, for the same reason, the mass of antenna con-
ductor has to be limited. Therefore, among various options for wearable
antenna layouts, such as the dipole [41], the slotted patch [77, 78] and
the loop [69], the latter configuration has been considered. This solution
addresses the required small amount of conductor and for the known su-
perior radiation performance close to lossy materials (as the human skin
is). In particular, the sensor layout is derived from a one-wavelength
rectangular-loop excited by a smaller inner loop whose shape factor is
adequately selected to achieve conjugate impedance matching to the mi-
crochip (Fig. 3.1).
Figure 3.1: Layout of the epidermal tag
The external dimensions are fixed to L1 = L2 = 50 mm (to be on a
medium-size plaster) in order to meet a possible trade-off between the
antenna gain and the overall size of the sensor, that should be as low as
possible for user’s comfort. The two loops include additional elements
(in darker grey) that permit to increase the antenna bandwidth and
to modify the impedance matching of the tag slightly. To clarify this
point, let assume the tag without the tuning elements (the only shape in
dark grey in Fig. 3.1) to be connected to a microchip with impedance
Zc = 23 − 145jΩ. Fig. 3.2 shows the simulated realized gain of the
tag when it is attached over a layered model of the human body [77]
simulating a thin and thick thorax.
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Figure 3.2: Realized gain, a comparison between the performance of
the antenna that is laid on a slim and a thick person
There is a significant shift of the tag’s response depending on the mass
index of the phantom, and, accordingly, a considerable loss of reading
performance will be expected when moving from a configuration to an-
other. The width ln of the longest segment of the loop can be indeed
modified by removing strips of equal size to softly reshape the path of
the excitation currents and hence to shift the resonance frequency of the
device. In particular, the peak of the power transfer coefficient τ moves
from right to left on removing one, two or three strips of conductors.
It is moreover visible in the same Fig. 3.3 that there are two peaks of
the power transfer coefficient: a significant band enhancement could be
hence achieved by packing those peaks into the useful RFID band. This
is obtained by adding two whiskers in Fig. 3.1: on increasing the length
of the filaments, the two peaks get closer and closer (Fig. 3.3.), and
a nearly unitary τ is obtained in the [780-950] MHz band for lm = 14
mm. The resulting layout is hence potentially suitable for a worldwide
application. Finally, the ratio between the total area of the conductor
and the size of the tag is roughly 20%, with significant benefit to skin
transpiration. The residual surface of the skin could be moreover used to
host other devices, chemical sensors and even drug delivery mechanisms,
for enhanced capabilities.
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Figure 3.3: Tuning capability due to the internal stub
3.3.1 Substrates
A prototype of the epidermal RFID tag was fabricated onto a biocom-
patible material, a Poli(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) synthetic membrane [14].
PCL is a semicrystalline bio-reabsorbable poly α-hydroxyester with slow
degrading rate due to its hydrophobic nature and high crystallinity de-
gree. The membrane was produces by the electrospinning technique
[79] by using PLC granules solved in CHCl3 and THF:DMF (1:1) solu-
tions. Electrostatic fiber-spinning, also denoted as “electrospinning”, is
a straightforward, cost-effective methodology to produce non-woven mi-
cro and/or nano-fibrous fabrics for several biomedical applications, e.g.
scaffolds for tissue engineering or wound dressings. The electrospinning
process is activated by applying high voltages between a polymeric solu-
tion flowing through a capillary and a collector plate, in order to generate
an electrically charged jet, as shown in Fig. 3.4a.
As the voltage is increased, the electric field intensifies hence causing a
force to build up on the pendant drop of polymer solution at the tip of
the needle. This force acts in a direction opposing the surface tension
that holds the solution. When the electric field reaches the critical value,
the electrostatic force overcomes the surface tension at the tip of the
capillary and a continuos charged jet is ejected. When the energized sus-
pension moves away from the needle toward the collector screen, the jet
rapidly thins and dries as the solvent evaporates. At the end, the poly-
mer is randomly deposited onto the grounded target forming a dense non
woven membrane (see Fig. 3.4b) that is completely bio-compatible (free
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: The poli ε-caprolactone membrane, a) fabrication technique
b) texture of the electrospinend membrane
of toxic residues). PCL is moreover flexible and stretchable for a com-
fortable application over any body curvature and, thanks to its fibrous
structure, the natural transpiration of the skin is preserved. The consid-
ered RFID microchip was the EM4325 IC [72] (impedance ZC = 23 −
145jΩ, power sensitivity (Pchip = −4.5dBm) able to work as conventional
RFID transponder as well as to provide on-chip temperature measure-
ments in the [-40°C, +64°C] range (in passive mode) with a resolution of
0.25°C. The antenna layout was fabricated on adhesive copper (conduc-
tive paints will be considered in the near future) carved by a two-axis
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digital-controlled cutter. The tuning elements on the inner loop were
pre-cut in order to simplify the removal of the desired strips during the
manual re-tuning of the antenna, if required. The RFID IC was hence
soldered onto the antenna and the whole layout was finally transferred
over the PCL membrane to give the prototype in Fig. 3.5.
Figure 3.5: The flexibility texture of the electrospinend membrane
loaded with the sensor
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The communication performance were characterized by the measurement
of the realized gain of the tag when it was attached onto the volunteer’s
arm by using a hypoallergenic cosmetic glue. The measurement set-
up comprised a Thing-Magic M5 long-range reader, connected to a 5
dBi broadband PIFA antenna. The system is controlled by a custom
software implementing the turn-on measurement procedure [80]. Results
for the case of reader-tag alignment are shown in Fig. 3.6 in comparison
with simulated data. The average antenna gain is of the order of -10dB
in the [840-940] MHz band, in reasonable agreement with simulations.
Accordingly, the maximum read range (by applying the simplified free-
space Friis model) can be estimated as 80 cm and 30 cm in case of
reader power emission of 3.2W EIRP (long-range reader) and 0.5 W
EIRP (short-range reader), respectively. Such distances are computed
by considering the low sensitivity of the microchip when the temperature
data is read from the IC memory. Nevertheless these reading ranges could
be fully compatible with a remote temperature monitoring.
Figure 3.6: Exsperimental setup for the electromagnetic measurements
3.3.2 Thermal characterization
The interrogation of the EM4325 chip provides a thermal reading with an
offset uncertainty to be determined by comparison with reference data.
Thus, the thermal response and accuracy of the epidermal sensor were
preliminarily evaluated by a reference test-case, wherein the RFID sen-
sor outcome was compared with data provided by a thermocouple. The
set-up comprised a water-filled plastic box (size 20 cm × 20 cm × 10 cm)
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wherein a heating electrode was inserted. The RFID sensor was attached
onto the external surface of the container and interrogated by a CAEN-
QUARK short-range reader (implementing the EM4325 non-standard
reading protocol), emitting 0.25W and connected to a 3dB PIFA an-
tenna, for an overall 0.5W EIRP. A PT104 thermocouple was placed
close to the tag and connected to Picologic data- logger. The tempera-
ture of the water was increased up to 55°C; the heater was removed and
the recovery curve was hence recorded by the two systems down to the
ambient temperature. A 5.75°C temperature offset was estimated from
the results of Fig. 3.7a and was then used for the calibration of the
RFID sensor. Fig. 3.7b finally shows the true-measured temperature di-
agram derived from two further independent experiments. The resulting
standard deviation of the calibrated system is lower than 0.25°C, which
is comparable with the resolution of the temperature measurement of
the EM4325 chip. The calibrated epidermal sensor was finally applied to
the measurement of body temperature in both rest condition and under
physical stress.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.7: Thermal characterization (a) Calibration setup (b) calibra-
tion curve with a thermocouple
The sensor was attached onto the right side of the abdomen (Fig. 3.8)
and again the thermocouple was placed at a close distance from it to pro-
vide reference data. The volunteer wore his usual fitness clothing. A first
measurement was taken for 5min in rest condition and the detected tem-
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perature was 35°C. As expected, the measured values correspond to the
superficial skin temperature which is lower than the core body tempera-
ture (about 37°C). Indeed, the surface temperature changes according to
the different part of the body, even in the same subject, and is strongly
affected by the blood flow at a particular time as well as by the surround-
ing ambient temperature . During the second experimental session the
volunteer rode an exercise bike for about 1h. During the physical activity
the temperature followed a slightly ciclic profile due to thermoregulation
mechanisms (e.g. sweating changes in skin blood flow). A substantial
agreement with the thermocouple data can be appreciated in both the
experiments.
Figure 3.8: Thermal characterization
3.4 Modelling and testing of the body
variabily
This section investigates the performance of the above-presented UHF
RFID epidermal transponder in the form dual-loop tag depending on
36
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the specific placement over different parts of the human body and for a
variety of volunteers.
The on-body tuning mechanism presented before is discussed and demon-
strated in real applications at the purpose to improve the tag response
for several placement loci and operating bands. Unlike wearable anten-
nas, the unshielded and robust proximity between an epidermal antenna
and the human body produces a significant sensitivity of the radiation
performance of the tag versus the placement modalities. Although early
evidence of the body dependent behaviour of the epidermal antennas in
UHF RFID bands was already highlighted in [21], the effectiveness of
such interaction is still mostly unexplored, and no mitigation method
has been proposed so far. This section addresses in full details the char-
acterization and optimization of the communication performance of the
epidermal tag for placement over several regions of the human body with
the following goals:
i) to evaluate the possible variability of the tag’s realized gain depending
on the position over the body, but also on the users’ body mass and
gender;
ii) to introduce and to fully characterize by simulations and measure-
ments a retuning mechanism tailored for loop layouts and consisting in
removing pre-cut portions of the impedance transformer of the antenna;
iii) to demonstrate throughout real experimentations how the same tag
can be retuned on-body directly to achieve the best performance for the
specific placement and the particular frequency in the worldwide RFID
band. A reference dual-square loop layout is introduced, and the ex-
pected performance is investigated by the help of numerical simulations
over simplified canonical models of the human body. The real commu-
nication performances of a fabricated prototype attached over different
regions of the body are experimentally quantified. An on-skin tuning
mechanism is introduced and experimented to get rid of the variability
of the tag responses with varying configurations of placement. Finally,
some realistic examples of the tuning method are provided. Some early
and pioneering cases of epidermal antennas for UHF-RFID applications
consisted of tattoo-like RFID tags in the form of nested-slot dipoles [81].
The antenna was fabricated by conductive silver ink, which was profiled
onto a Temporary Transfer Tattoo material using a stencil. The same
authors proposed similar tag layouts acting as a tonguetouch controlled
switch [82] or as a passive strain sensor [83] for assistive devices helping
patients with severe movement impairments. The reported read distances
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were in the range of 80–120 cm depending on the position of the tag over
the body. The performance of several types of thin single-layer antennas
(e.g., slot, self-complementary, and wire antenna) plaster-like sensor ap-
plication at 2.4 GHz study was extensively investigated in [84] to search
for the antenna layout that is best suited to operate in the very close
proximity of the human body. Very recently, we proposed [85] a prelimi-
nary idea for a passive RFID epidermal tag for the on-skin temperature
measurement, with a specific focus to the use of a highly breathable
membrane, such as the ε-polycaprolactone. The considered tag layout
was a dual-loop antenna. The close interaction between RFID transpon-
ders and the body is moreover stimulating discussions about safety and
detuning. The electromagnetic exposure of the human body to interro-
gating antennas placed nearby of the human skin was investigated in [86]
for the even more challenging problem of implanted UHF-RFID devices.
The specific absorption rate (SAR), estimated through a detailed model
of the human body, resulted significantly below the limits imposed by
regulations. Accordingly, the exposure concerns are not critical as re-
gards the interrogation of epidermal RFID tags. The unshielded and ro-
bust proximity between the antenna and the body produces a significant
sensitivity of the radiation performance of the tag versus the placement
modalities. Although early evidence of the body-dependent behaviour of
the epidermal antennas in UHF-RFID bands was already highlighted in
[81] and then in [85], the effectiveness of such interaction is still mostly
unexplored and no mitigation method has been proposed so far.
3.4.1 Tag layout
The tag geometry (Fig. 3.9) has been introduced in the previews section.
It comprises a copper trace forming the dual-loop layout over a silicone
layer (permittivity εsi = 2.5, σvsi = 0.005 S/m, and thickness 600 μm)
having the same shape of the antenna. The inner loop is connected to
a NXP–G2X-TSSOP-8 microchip transponder, whose nominal RF input
impedance and power threshold are Zchip = 16 − j148 Ω and Pchip = −15
dBm, respectively. The external sizes of the loop are 5 cm × 5 cm, so
that the physical area of the tag can be compatible with that of a medical
plaster. The size of the internal loop was instead designed by numerical
simulations for optimal impedance tuning at 950 MHz, which is the upper
bound of the worldwide UHF-RFID band. It is worth anticipating that
an ad hoc retuning methodology permits to easily shift the tag response
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toward lower frequencies as desired (see Section IV). For the sake of the
simulation speed, the tag was initially placed onto a reference model of
the human body, which consists of infinite planar tissue layers (thickness
as in Table I and frequency-dependent permittivity and conductivity as
in [53]). Simulation results are shown in Fig. 3.10. The maximum
value of the realized gain along the broadside (frontal) direction is −12.7
dBi around 940 MHz. The performance of the tag when it is placed over
different regions of the body and for some body masses are now discussed
by the help of some parametric simulations wherein simplified planar and
cylindrical models of body parts are considered.
Figure 3.9: Layout of the epidermal tag. Size [mm]: Lx = Ly = 50, w =
2, d = 0.5, a = 26, b = 10.
3.4.2 Simulated performances compared with body
regions
The first set of simulations focused on the sensitivity of the epidermal tag
to the specific body parts where it could be placed in real applications.
Four reference planar layerings were considered as in Fig. 3.10. They
are representative of two regions with high water content, like limbs and
abdomen, and of other two regions with a significant presence of bone,
e.g. thorax and forehead. Fig. 3.1 shows the simulated gain of the
epidermal tag in the four considered conditions. A difference up to 3-
4 dB is visible between the two classes of layerings with better values
in case of abdomen and limbs. Accordingly, the read distance, that is
proportional to the square root of the the tag gain, could be reduced by
39
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more than one third when moving the tag from one region to another.
The overall sensitivity of the realized gain versus the tag placement is
hence a combination of an amplitude scaling and a frequency shift.
Table 3.1: Reference tissue Layer Thickness (in mm) of some body
regions
Tissue Limb Abdomen Thorax ForeHead
Skin 2.5 2.5 2 2
Fat 8 10 - 2
Muscle 25 20 3
Bone - - 10 7
Dura - - - 1
CSF - - - 2
Viscera (termination) Bone Intestines Lung Brain
Figure 3.10: Simulated gain of the epidermal tag when it is placed onto
four different planar layered models emulating typical body districts.
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Figure 3.11: Maximum realized gain (Gτ) of the epidermal tag when
placed onto four different planar layered models emulating typical body
districts described in Fig. 3.1.
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3.4.3 Simulated performances as function of body mass
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.12: (a) Epidermal loop bent around the 4-layers cylindrical
limb model of a human arm. (b) Radiation pattern of the conformal
tag at 930 MHz for three different arm sizes. The grey area in the
radiation pattern indicates the Half Power Beamwidth.
The epidermal tag was then simulated over a finite-size layered cylinder
at the purpose to investigate the effects of the bending of the epidermal
loop around a curved surface and the dependence of the tag’s perfor-
mance on the physical size of the underlaying body segment. A human
42
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arm was modeled by four concentric tissues layers (skin, fat, muscle and
cortical bone, Fig. 3.12). Three geometries were considered in order to
resemble different form-factors of the arms (see Tab. 3.2). The thickness
of the skin and fat layers were kept constant in the models while only
the muscular mass was changed.
Table 3.2: Radius (in mm) of the three cylindrical numerical phantoms
model Rskin Rfat Rmuscle Rbone
A 38 35 27 15
B 48 45 37 15
C 64 61 53 15
Table 3.3: Radiation performances of the tag over the three cylindrical
models.
model Gmax [dBi] ηR [%] FB [dB]
A -8.2 6.6 5
B -10.5 5.8 4
C -9.6 4.5 8
Fig. 3.12 shows the simulated radiation pattern at 930 MHz in the
horizontal plane (θ = 90°). The peak radiation occurs along the direction
perpendicular to the tag and in all the cases there is a slight directionality
effect. The radiation performance are resumed in the Tab. 3.3 where
in the maximum gain, the radiation efficiency and the front/back (FB)
ratio are reported. Differences are visible for both the peak gain and the
efficiency and even more concerning the uniformity of the pattern. In
particular the most affordable configuration to establish the RFID link
is the smallest cylinder, while the largest one produces the least uniform
pattern and a lower efficiency so that the interrogation of the tag may
be more challenging. In all the cases, the Half Power Beamwidth is
of the order of 130° - 175°. Therefore the expected read distance does
not degrade below the 70% of the maximum value, which occurs in the
optimum alignment, provided that the reader is placed reasonably in
front of the tag. Even considering a few electromagnetic shadowing by
the human body, the exact alignment between the epidermal tag and
the reader’s antenna is not expected to be a critical issue. It is worth
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analyzing the near electric field pattern inside the cylinder close to the
tag, which was simulated considering the tag antenna in radiating mode
(Fig. 3.13). Two phenomena are clearly visible: a resonant-like behavior,
especially in the smallest and medium cylinders and a back-reflecting
effect in the large cylinder which forces the radiation pattern to be more
directive. The efficiency loss and the different front/back ratios are hence
the result of the two concurrent phenomena of strong energy dissipation
inside the muscle and its reflector-like effect.
Figure 3.13: Electric near-field distribution (cross section, z=0) inside
and outside the layered limb model at 930 MHz when the tag antenna
was assumed as sourced by 1W.
3.5 Prototypes and on skin performances
A prototype of the epidermal tag (Fig. 3.14) was fabricated by adhe-
sive copper (thickness 35 μm) which was carved by a two-axis digital-
controlled cutter. The profiled tag was applied on a 600 μm-thick bio-
compatible silicone by means of an adhesive transfer tape. The biosil-
icone layer was shaped just around the conductors and the material in
excess was remove out in order to improve transpiration. A commercial
transparent and breathable adhesive film (TegadermTM). was applied
on top of gummy loop. The obtained plaster was hence still adhesive,
with the copper placed between the two membranes, and suitable for a
comfortable and nearly invisible placement over the skin. As the coating
dressing is breathable, the tag can be worn by the user for many days
without any discomfort. The ratio between the total area of the conduc-
tor and the size of the resulting tag is less that 10 %, with great benefit
to skin transpiration. The residual internal surface of the skin could be
moreover used to host other devices such as chemical sensors and even
drug delivery mechanisms.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.14: (a) Prototype of the epidermal RFID tag sensor over bio-
compatible silicone shape and Tegaderm fixing. (b) Epidermal RFID
tag transferred over an arm.
The communication performances of the prototype were characterized
through the measurement of the realized gain of the tag attached onto a
liquid phantom resembling the human body (εphantom =43, σphantom=0.33
S/m). The liquid was contained within a 13×13×20 cm3parallelepiped
box of PET (εPET = 2, tanδPET=0.005 S/m) having 1 mm thickness. The
measurement set-up comprised a ThingMagic M5 long-range reader, con-
nected to a 4 dBi broad-band PIFA antenna. The system was controlled
by a custom software implementing the turn-on measurement procedure
[87] for the estimation of the realized gain. The distance between the
reader and the tag was kept fixed at 40 cm in all the experiments. The
antenna of the reader and the epidermal tag (attached over the body or
over the phantom) were mutually aligned in order to obtain the best po-
larization match.Results for the case of reader-tag alignment are shown
in Fig. 3.15 together with simulated data. For comparison, the antenna
was simulated over a parallelepiped box mimicking the measurements
phantom. Measurement results follow the same profile as simulations
with realized gain’s peak around 940 MHz as expected1. The perfor-
1It is worth noting the many flat subsections occurring in the measured curves of
the realized gain throughout the thesis are due to the poor resolution of the reader
(±0.5 dB).
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mance of the epidermal tag in real conditions are now discussed by the
help of measurements over four volunteers: a “normal” male, a “muscu-
lar” male a “thin” female and “robust” female, whose height and weight
are reported in Table 3.4. They were informed of the experimental pro-
cedures and of the goals of the research before the participation to the
measurements. The experiments aimed at investigating the sensitivity
of the epidermal tag to the specific locus of placement over the human
body and on the user’s body-mass, thus corroborating the results from
previous numerical simulations.
Table 3.4: Data of the four volunteers for epidermal tag measurements
Volunteer height weight Body mass
[cm] [Kg] Index
thin female 155 45 18.7
robust female 178 75 23.7
normal male 174 64 21.4
muscular male 184 85 25.1
Figure 3.15: Measured realized gain along frontal (broadside) direction
of the fabricated epidermal RFID sensor when applied onto a plastic
box filled with a body-equivalent liquid phantom.
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3.5.1 Measured performance considering body
placement
In the first experiment, the tag was attached onto different body parts of
the thin female volunteer such as arm, forearm abdomen, sternum, hand,
neck, and forehead. Fig. 3.16 shows the measured realized gain for all
the cases. As expected from simulations, the profiles are mutually scaled
(due to change in the power absorption) and partially shifted by the effect
of impedance detuning. The placement over the leg provides the highest
realized gain, even better than what was predicted by simulations for
the reference layered model (similar to the case of the former abdomen).
In particular, the realized gain was higher than -10 dBi at 950 MHz
and higher than -13 dBi in the whole UHF RFID band. The worst
case was instead the stern position with a degradation of about 10 dB
in the realized gain, which is even worse than the value predicted by
simulations. In most of the cases, a successful communication link was
correctly established at the distance of 40 cm by just 17-20 dBmW of
power from reader that is much lower than the maximum available level.
Figure 3.16: Variability of the measured realized gain of the epider-
mal tag when attached onto different body regions of a thin female
volunteer.
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3.5.2 Measured performance compared with body mass
The measurements were repeated for the four volunteers when the epi-
dermal tag was attached onto arms, legs and abdomen. The resulting
realized gains ( Fig. 3.17) are sensibly different in scale and peak posi-
tion, when varying both the placement of the tags as well as the body
size of the user, as previously obtained in simulations. The tag placed
onto the female and normal male volunteers exhibits, on average, bet-
ter performance in comparison with the muscular man. The tag placed
onto the two female volunteers provides comparable results in all the
three configurations. Differences among male and female volunteers are
particularly visible for arm and leg placement, in agreement with simu-
lations. In case of abdomen there is instead no apparent difference since
water-rich tissues dominate in both men and women. The placement
over the leg provides instead the highest gain which approaches -9 dBi
in the case of the thin woman because of the larger content of fat tis-
sues. The maximum read distances, estimated in free space from the
measured realized gains in Fig. 3.17 are summarized in Table. 3.5. We
assumed the reader emitting 3.2 W EIRP, which is the maximum power
allowed by the European regulation, and a polarization mismatch of 0.5.
In all the cases the read distance is close to 1m and more, so that the
UHF-RFID epidermal technology is suitable for comfortable and robust
interrogation procedures.
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Figure 3.17: Variability of the measured realized gain of the epidermal
tag when it is attached onto corresponding body regions of the four
volunteers.
Table 3.5: Estimated maximum read distances (in meters) when the
reader emits to 3.2 W EIRP
arm leg abdomen
thin female 1.6 2.2 1.4
robust female 1.9 1.8 1.4
normal man 1.5 1.6 1.7
robust man 0.9 1.1 1.6
3.6 On-skin retuning
Previous simulations and experiments suggest the need to provide the an-
tenna with some retuning capability in order to obtain a true communication-
reliable epidermal device whose response is independent on the working
frequency, on the specific position over the body and also on the user’s
mass. A new family of self-tuning UHF microchips is becoming available
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on the market. They have the capability to automatically adjust the
chip capacitance in order to partially compensate for possible antenna
mismatch. This emerging technology looks promising for epidermal de-
vices. Anyway, epidermal tags are mostly envisaged for sensing applica-
tions besides the mere identification and the few RFID chips capable to
handle sensors are not currently equipped with self-tuning. Therefore a
more general-purpose tuning procedure needs to be developed. A post-
fabrication and, possibly, post-placement retuning should be activated
case by case, without removing the tag from the body. The considered
tag consists of two loops and therefore the antenna impedance cannot be
simply adjusted by trimming portion of the conductor length, as typi-
cally done with dipoles, since the galvanic continuity of the loop has to
be preserved. Starting from the observation (Fig. 3.18) that the simu-
lated surface currents flowing over the inner loop are more intense in the
inner perimeter, a perturbation of such a profile is expected to change the
equivalent self-impedance of the loop and of the mutual inductance be-
tween the two coupled loops. The input impedance of the epidermal tag
will be modified accordingly. A practical way to implement this idea in a
controllable manner is partitioning the segment of the inner coil, which
is closely coupled with the external loop, into some equal-size pre-cut
strips (Fig . 3.18). They could be easily removed, even after placement
over the body, without affecting the tag integrity. Fig. 3.20 shows the
simulated changes of the power transfer coefficient for the epidermal tag
when the strongly coupled subregion of the inner loop (a=24 mm, b=12
mm) was enlarged and partitioned into six strips of size 20 mm x 1.9
mm and one strip was removed at time. The tag was again assumed as
placed onto the layered geometry as in Table 3.1. The peak of the power
transfer coefficient τ shifts toward the lower frequencies with even some
improvement in the maximum value. As a result, the operating region of
the tag may be freely modified within the whole UHF RFID band with-
out changing the most part of the antenna and hence providing a viable
means to achieve an inter-operable device. A detail of the prototype of
the tunable tag is shown in Fig. 3.20.
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Figure 3.18: (a) Zoomed view of the simulated current of the feeding
loop. (b) The black arrows show how the path of the excitation cur-
rents can be modified by removing/adding equal sized strips made of
conductor.
The pre-cutting of the inner loop is expected to produce a perturbation
in the path of the surface currents since the galvanic integrity has been
partially altered by discontinuities which are induced within the copper
foil. Indeed, the tag performance, evaluated for application over the liq-
uid body phantom as above, was different with respect to the continuous
loop, as clearly visible in Fig. 3.19. In particular, the cuts produced
a down-shift of the frequency response of the antenna, due to the in-
creased current path around the strips, as in meandered antennas. This
behavior can be however easily numerically modeled by including a 100
µm air gap among the strips and the results compare reasonably well
with measurements. By removing the strips, the realized gain translates
toward lower frequencies (Fig. 3.21) as expected from simulation in Fig.
3.21. Experiments started with the six-strips tag configuration, which
theoretically peaks outside the frequency window of the measurement
allowed by the considered reader. The realized gain is then gradually
tuned to the Japanese band (952-956 MHz) by removing two strips, to
the US band (902-928 MHz) by removing three strips and finally to the
EU band (865.6 - 867.6 MHz) by removing four strips.
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Figure 3.19: Measured realized gain of a double-loop epidermal tag with
pre-cut inner loop in comparison with its continuous version. Tags were
placed over the liquid phantom box as previously described, and three
measurements were performed for each prototypes.
Figure 3.20: (a) Detail of the inner loop of the epidermal tag that
has been pre-cut into six strips of size 20 mm × 1.8 mm and (b) its
continuous version, used for comparison.
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Figure 3.21: Characterization of the tuning method: measured realized
gain of the epidermal tag placed over liquid phantom mimicking human
tissues. From the top to the bottom and from the left to the right side
the pre-carved strips are subsequently removed and, accordingly, the
peak value of the G · τ shifts downwards.
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Some examples of frequency retuning are finally given for application
of the epidermal tag onto the volunteers. Experiments considered the
improvement of performance when
i) the realized gain of the tag placed at a given position is initially rather
poor;
ii) the same tag needs to be used in different RFID band (USA or EU).
3.7.1 Tuning at a given position
The unperturbed tag (e.g. with all the six strips) was stuck onto the hip
of the female volunteer. The peak of the realized gain occurred at 950
MHz, with a poor maximum value close to -20 dBi (a worse case than
those experimented before)(Fig. 3.20. An improvement of more than 4
dB was achieved by removing only a single strip and the read distance is
consequently increased of about 1.5 times.
Figure 3.22: Example of on-skin retuning at 950 MHz when the epi-
dermal tag in Fig. 3.20 was applied over the hip of the “woman”
volunteer.
3.7.2 Change of the UHF band
A new tag in its initial full configuration was then attached onto the arm
of the same volunteer and looks well matched in the US band (realized
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gain of -13 dBi). Three strips were removed (Fig. 3.23) in order to have
the tag tuned in the EU band (realized gain at 870MHz equal to -13
dBi).
Figure 3.23: Example of on-skin retuning from US to EU band of the
epidermal tag placed onto the arm of the woman volunteer.
Finally the tag was applied onto the leg of the normal male volunteer.
Antenna tuning in the Japan and US bands (realized gain close to -12
dBi) was achieved by four strips and two strips configurations, respec-
tively (Fig. 3.24).
Figure 3.24: Example of on-skin retuning from 950 MHz to the US band
when the epidermal tag in Fig. is applied over the “normal” man’s leg
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The results of previous experiments can be summarized as in Tab. 3.6
to better highlight the effectiveness of the on-body retuning. The ap-
plication of a same tag on different users and on different regions of the
body (hip, arm, leg) really benefits at 950 MHz of the retuning (5, 6, 4
strips, respectively) with an overall nearly stable realized gain. The tag
with 4 strips is suitable to multiple applications over hip and arm of the
thin female volunteer at 870 MHz and at 900 MHz as well as to the leg of
the normal man but at 950MHz. In all cases the read range performance
will be reasonably similar.
Table 3.6: Summary of the strip numbers and (measured realized gain)
for some placements and frequencies
Placement 870 MHz 900 MHz 950 MHz
thin female, hip 4 (-17 dBi) 4, (-16dBi) 5, (-16dBi)
thin female, arm 3 (-13 dBi) 4, (-14dBi) 6, (-14dBi)
norm. man, leg 2 (-15 dBi) 2, (-14dBi) 4, (-15dBi)
3.8 Conclusions
Unlike shielded wearable tags, epidermal antennas revealed as signifi-
cantly sensitive to the placement conditions. Simulations and experi-
ments demonstrated that loop-like epidermal tags, insulated from the
human skin by just a thin membrane, provide a realized gain ranging
between -17 dBi and -9 dBi depending on the body region where it is
placed and on the body mass of the user. Limbs and arms are the most
suitable targets for what concerns communication properties and the epi-
dermal tag may be used for general purpose applications involving just
identification or even for the wound monitoring or controlled transdermal
drug-delivery. Placement over thorax, forearm and forehead, which could
be relevant for instance at the purpose of temperature measurement, are
more critical concerning the RFID link and may hence greatly benefit of
on-body retuning. In real applications we may envisage an epidermal tag
tuned by default at high frequencies (for example around 960 MHz). Af-
ter the placement of the tag over a given body region the user will have a
few degrees of freedom in sequentially removing some strips until the tag
is read. This tool will adapt a unique epidermal tag to different kinds of
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placements and frequency bands thus making its mass production more
affordable.
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The FSS, a battery-assisted alternative for
continuous monitoring systems
4.1 Introduction, background and related work
The methods of communication for medical sensors are habitually based
on commercial Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and Zigbee technology, which allows
sending data to a gateway and storing them on databases, using a few
amounts of energy. Often, a continuous transmitting is necessary to eval-
uate body parameters and then these technologies are not so adequate,
since one of the most critical issues is a limited battery lifetime claimed
by users, due to the power consumption of the micro-controller and the
transceiver, especially in continuous long-term monitoring applications.
Passive UHF RFID tags equipped with sensors have been proposed to
bypass this constraint [42, 5, 38]. Although their performances are still
limited in comparison with commercial sensors, the second important
advantage of these devices consist of their lower cost and versatility.
One of the most significant challenges in wireless devices for wearable
applications involves the effect of the body on electromagnetic propaga-
tion. This effect is particularly evident on the detuning of the antenna,
which drastically reduces the antenna efficiency (for example in dipoles
or monopoles) [88]. These effects produce a noticeable reduction in read
range for the UHF tags. In some cases the RFID devices may not receive
enough energy to wake up the internal integrated circuit [5, 89]. Pas-
sive UHF-RFID tags gather the power from the RF interrogating signal,
which reduces the read range, and consequently, their applications are
sharply limited. Some of those restrictions can be overcome by using
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semi-passive or battery-assisted tags (BAP). In general, RFID tags have
two methods to increase the received power: by acting on the dimen-
sions of the radiators or by using dielectric substrates that also improve
the received power. Both the methods work on the radar cross section
(RCS). However, it can reduce the bandwidth, and consequently reduced
the sensing range.
Several types of antennas, which are compatible with wearable applica-
tions are specifically designed to prevent this condition. Little spacers,
which are few millimeters thick can be located between the antenna and
the body. They have been employed to reduce the losses caused by the
body and thus increase the antenna efficiency. Furthermore, the thick-
ness of these antennas and the multilayer designs bounds their uses as
discussed in the previous chapter. Another method, which has been used
in this work, is based on communication techniques that uses special
structures called frequency selective surfaces (FSS). These structures can
be engaged to avoid the power needs of the IC circuit in RFID tags.
The FSSs are periodic structures in each direction of the plane, which
act as filters [90]. This properties have been exploited in several appli-
cations [91, 92, 93]. FSS can be frequency tunable, introducing some
switching (e.g. PIN diode) [94] or tuning elements (e.g. varactors) [95].
Recently, the FSS modulating properties are also proposed in millimeter-
wave communications [96], terahertz applications [97] and radio Identi-
fication (RFID) tags design [98, 87]. In [99], FSSs are used to design
FMCW radar transponders, where the bandwidth of the FSS is required
to achieve high resolution. In recent works, FSS can also be used to
modulate the amplitude of signals. Depending on the diodes state, the
frequency response of the FSS is shifted. On the other hand, the FSS
can increase the read range by modifying their RCS without acting on
the substrate or their dimension. This property allows keeping a low
profile on the tag. FSS can improve their performances by increasing
its differential RCS. The differential RCS is the difference between the
RCS of the radiators considering the two FSS states which are deterio-
rated by the diodes states. The price of this solution is an increase of
the number of diodes. However, reasonable values of RCS can be accom-
plish with a few numbers of dipoles. Therefore, a large differential RCS
can be carry out over a large frequency bandwidth. Since FSS based
sensors can achieve a low power consumption for the reduced number of
components, new energy harvesting methods can be engaged to power
the sensor blocks. The FSS uses reverse-biased varactor diodes instead
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of PIN diodes to reduce the current consumption. A simple FSS tag
consists of an array of dipoles loaded with reverse-biased varactor diodes
connected to a low-frequency oscillator. Therefore, the communication is
performed by modulating the radar cross section with backscattering. A
semi-passive tag based on a modulated FSS is proposed for sensing [33]
In previous works [98], it is demonstrated that FSS on contact with the
body can achieve large bandwidth avoiding the typical detuning problem
of narrow-band tags. Also, FSS can be printed on a flexible thin-film
substrate that allows the integration of textile clothing, making it a flex-
ible and comfortable option. The oscillation frequency of the oscillator,
which modulates the FSS, may be used to sense various parameters.
This Chapter discusses two examples of FSS-based sensors for on-body
sensing applications in order to increase the read distance and reliability,
the most significant issue of the RFID tags. The first example involves
a temperature sensor, which has been tested to be placed on the arm,
making a comparison with the RFID technology. The second application
regards the sensor for sleep disorders detection, which considers an FSS-
based sensor to detect the respiration rate during sleep. The prototype
has been fabricated and tested.
4.2 Design of sensors for FSSs communication
4.2.1 Operation principle
A generic system consists of a reader (details of the reader in section
4.3.1) and either one or more transponders (tags) based on FSS tech-
nology to be placed onto the skin. The reader produces a continuous
wave (CW) that illuminates the tag with frequency fc, which answers by
modulating the backscatter of the FSS radar cross section (RCS).
The backscattered field (Es) at the FSS can be expressed as a sum of
two terms : a load-independent term (structural mode) Eest, and a load-
dependent term (antenna mode), EmΓ.
Es = Eest + EmΓ (4.1)
Where Γ is the complex power reflection coefficient of the diodes that load
the dipoles of the FSS, which is modulated by switching the diodes us-
ing a low-frequency oscillator (with oscillation frequency fm,). Varactor
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diodes in reverse bias are used as alternative to PIN diodes to reduce the
current consumption. Then Γ changes between ΓON and ΓOFF when the
diodes are ON and OFF, respectively. The reflection coefficient can be
approximated by a square waveform with amplitude ΔΓ = ΓON − ΓOFF
and frequency fm and duty cycle δ. This reflection coefficient is a periodic




cnδ(f − (fc − nfm) (4.2)
where cn are the Fourier coefficients. For a square waveform, the backscat-







where Γavg= (ΓON+ΓOFF )/2 are the average and difference in the power
reflection coefficient between ON and OFF states, respectively.
Therefore, the spectrum of the backscattered field by the FSS is com-
posed by several sidebands around the central frequency of the illumi-
nating signal (Fig. 4.1). The frequency spacing between each sideband
is fm. The higher amplitude is produced in the first sideband. The re-
ceived power at this frequency can be estimated as in conventional RFID
systems using the radar equation and it is proportional to the differential
radar cross section, RCSdif . The differential radar cross section can be
calculated using electromagnetic simulator from the difference between




∣∣∣ĒS,ON − ĒS,OFF ∣∣∣2
|ES,ON |2
(4.3)
The modulation frequency depends directly on the backscattered signal,
which is demodulated using a homodyne receiver, and then converted to
baseband with a mixer and digitized using an A/D converter.
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the system, including the reader and the
FSS
4.2.1.1 Design and simulations of FSS at 2.4 GHz
In order to correctly design an FSS by using a numeric simulation, the
diodes are inserted as a lumped elements whose component values change
between the two diode states (ON and OFF). In the prototype, low-cost
silicon varactors from Skyworks SMV1247-079LF are used. The diodes
are taken into account as lumped RLC boundary conditions in the elec-
tromagnetic simulations. Their capacitance is 6.5 pF and 0.95 pF for
V=0 (ON state) and V=-3V (OFF state), respectively. The parasitic
inductance and resistance are 0.7 nH and 2 Ω. These values are obtained
from the datasheet of the diode manufacturer. As a proof concept, an
FSS has been implemented using a 100 μm thickness Ultralam® 3850
substrate and computer-simulated. 10kΩ 0605 SMD resistors are con-
nected at the end of the arms of the dipole to feed the diodes and block
the RF signal (Fig. 4.2). The feed line is orthogonal to the dipole direc-
tion to avoid interference in the backscattered field. The dipole length is
adjusted to resonate at about 2.45 GHz. Its length (l) and width (w) are
25.6 mm and 2 mm respectively. The dipoles are spaced s=10.24 mm.
Fig. 4.3 shows the design of the simulations about different FSS with
different number of dipoles using a body representation. Body is simu-
lated on HFSS using material properties in Table 4.1. It can be observed
that the differential RCS increases with the number of elements and a
small frequency shift is observed that can be compensated changing the
dipole length (Fig. 4.5b). Fig. 4.4 show a consistent difference between
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total RCS and differential RCS. A large bandwidth is obtained. In this
simulations, it was assumed that the surface over the FSS was laid, was









Skin 1.5 42.8 0.27
Fat 1.5 5.3 0.14
Muscle 15 52.6 0.24
Table 4.1: Dielectric properties of arm used in simulations ( around 2.45
GHz)
Figure 4.2: Layout and basic principles for the FSS-based sensor
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: Structures simulated in HFSS: (a) dipoles on substrate in
free space, (b) FSS transponder placed on body model with a different
thickness of spacer.
Figure 4.4: Total RCS and RCS after removing the background for the
two diode states on/off
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Differential RCS as function of the frequency for different
number of elements (a) Measurement for different number of dipoles
(b) Tested prototypes
4.2.1.2 Simulation on curved body part
One of the most interesting locations for wearable devices is onto the
arm, integrated into a belt or around the wrist. In order to study the
performance of the FSS transponder in different curved parts of the body,
various simulations on a cylindrical human model are performed. The
body model (Fig. 4.6a) is simulated using a cylindrical multilayer shape
surrounded by an FSS transponder composed by seven elements. The
properties of the different tissues are specified in [98]. The incident plane
wave illuminates the transponder around the model (it starts in front
of the transponder, Fig. 4.6a.). The angular dependence obtained for
different frequencies is presented in Fig. 4.6b. It is observed that, when
the incident wave arrives from the front side, the power reflected is higher.
On the other hand, when the incident wave arrives from the opposite side
where the transponder is placed, the power reflected is minimum due, for
the majority, to the absorption losses of the body. As a result, a power
radiation of -3 dB beam width of 60° is observed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: (a) Model of the arm used in the simulations, (b) normalized
differential RCS as function of the angle [98]
4.2.1.3 FSS Characterization
For the test, the FSS is fabricated on a flexible substates on Ultralam®
( Fig. 4.8) and it is modulated with a low-frequency generator (Agilent
33521A) at fm= 5 kHz, 3 Vpp. A CW generator that transmits a power of
10 dBm at 2.45 GHz using an 8 dB gain antenna illuminates a prototype
with 7 dipoles. Fig. 4.7b shows the signal received at the spectrum
analyzer (centered at 2.45 GHz) for two different distances of the reader-
tag; 1.6 m and 4.8 m [98]. A strong central peak and two sideband peaks
(spaced fm) are observed. In order to characterize the frequency response
of the modulated RCS, the FSS is illuminated in a range of frequencies
that varies from 1 to 4.5 GHz. Two cases can be observed in Fig. 4.3:
FSS directly in contact with the arm and the other one separated by
a spacer of 2 mm from the arm (Fig. 4.9). The measurements are
performed at a distance of 1 m between the reader and the transponder
(Fig. 4.9). The measured power is similar in both cases, but when the
FSS is in contact with the arm, its spectral response is shifted (the band
pass is centered around 2 GHz) and the bandwidth is lower compared to
the case where the FSS is separated by the spacer.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7: Measurement of the backscattering signal (a) Experimental
setup (b) Signal Spectrum measured for different distances
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Figure 4.8: Photography of printed FSS on Ultralam®, flexible and
solderable/weldable substrate
Figure 4.9: Comparison of FSS structure with spacer and without spacer
considering different number of dipoles
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4.2.2 FSS design for UHF RFID band
One of the most critical features of wearable devices is the capability to
be placed on clothes or directly onto the skin. The FSS is a straightfor-
ward method to displace transmitting from sensing while still having a
reasonable reading distance. Therefore, it can be used to communicate
information about body parameters at a certain distance from the body.
A good result has been achieved by using a 2.4 GHz ISM band. An
FSS mounted on the arm, which is capable of measuring temperature
variation has been already created. The advantage of using this band is
the higher power allowed by the regulation compared with 2.4 GHz ISM
band. To investigate the possibility to use the FSS in the RFID UHF
band to sense body parameters, a modified FSS has been designed. The
following steps are performed to test the design.
4.2.2.1 Electromagnetic simulations
Computer simulations and performance analysis of the backscattered
field for UHF FSS have been performed in order to fabricate a suitable
shape to be laid on the body. An FSS, which is built on a 100 μm thick-
ness simulated layer of Ultralam® (εr =2.9, tanδ=0.0025 at 866 MHz)
has been considered. In the implementation of the first prototype, which
operate at 2.4 ISM GHz, the shape of the FSS is optimized, and cali-
brated to be placed in the air, and later, to be laid on a non-conducting
surface (materials with inhomogeneous electromagnetic properties). A
computer simulation of an FSS, which has been used for a UHF appli-
cation, has been designed. In order to maintain a similar structure for
operating around the UHF band, the proposed FSS need to have a bigger
size, while the electromagnetic properties of the tissues (Tab. 4.2) to be
placed with the characteristic at UHF Band. Electromagnetic simula-
tion of five dipoles FSS printed on Ultralam® substrate and placed on a
simulated planar multilayer body (Fig. 4.11) have been performed.
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Table 4.2: Physical and geometrical parameters of the layered anatom-
ical model at 870 MHz [5]
Layer εr tanδ Thickness (cm)
Skin+fat 41 0.42 1.5
Fat 5.4 0.19 1.5
Muscle 55.1 0.44 15
Bone 20.8 0.33 15
Around these frequencies, the dimension and the shape of the radiators
must be greater to achieve the same performance and consequently are
more critical. A bigger surface, which is placed over the body can be
uncomfortable for the user. By optimizing the dimension of the radi-
ators, a tradeoff between performance and size can be obtained (Fig.
4.10). The method to analyze the electromagnetic simulation of an FSS
and its modulation is entirely explained in [98]. Different simulations
were run to examine the effect of the body on the FSS performances.
A planar multilayer body model has been computer-generated. Con-
sidering few millimeters of distance between body and clothes, the FSS
has been placed around 1 cm by the body (Fig. 4.11). The simulation
demonstrates a reasonable RCS (Fig. 4.13), considering the same var-
actor model (Skyworks SMV1247-079LF) used for the simulations in the
ISM 2.4 GHz band (Fig. 4.12). Therefore, a prototype has been fabri-
cated and tested following the procedure used for the prototype at 2.45
GHz. From the scratch, the metallization was printed on a Ultralam®
substrate, and then, the lumped components were soldered. Figure 4.16
shows the fabricated FSS.
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Figure 4.10: Layout of the tag. The dimension are: L1 = 83mm, L2 =
L1/2, m = 9mm, d = 21mm, g = 93mm.
Figure 4.11: Model of the Body. Size [mm]: Substrate =
0.1, Air Gap = 1Skin = 15, Fat = 1, Muscle = 15, Bone = 15.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.12: (a) Electric field without background. State ON (Blue),
State OFF (RED) (b) Calculated Differential Radar cross section Of
the model .
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.13: (a) Electric field after background subtraction. State ON
and State OFF, for different length: black (40 mm), Red (50 mm),
Blue (80 mm), Pink (25,6 mm) (b) Calculated Differential Radar cross
section of the model.
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4.2.2.2 Performances measurement
Figure 4.14 shows the scheme for the performed measurement. A si-
nusoidal wave signal generator is used to illuminate the FSS at UHF
band by radiating power accordingly with the electromagnetic limita-
tions, while a low-frequency signal generator (square form) modulates
the FSS around 4 kHz. The backscattered signal is received by using a
wide-band antenna and demodulated with a mixer. The signal is sam-
pled by the spectrum analyzer and processed with MATLAB tools to
obtain the modulation frequency. Two configurations are tested; bistatic
and mono-static. A first configuration used a waveform generator to
simulate the sensor modulation, a spectrum analyzer to demodulate the
signal, two wide-band Vivaldi antenna for transmitting and for receiving,
and a signal generator, which are used to receive, demodulate and pro-
cess the data. The second configuration considers the mono-static case
(Fig. 4.15).
Figure 4.14: Measurement configuration 1
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Figure 4.15: Measurement configuration 2
In this configuration the waveform generator (substituted with a PLL
generator) is employed to illuminate the tag and the signal generator
(square form) with an electric amplifier to modulate the FSS as explained
in the first case. A circulator allows to use a single circular-polarized an-
tenna at UHF band (around 865 MHz EU band) for transmitting and
receiving. A soundcard is used for sampling, and MATLAB tools for the
signal processing (FFT). In this configuration the use of a circular polar-
ized antenna avoids the influence of tag orientation. A signal generator,
which has been set up to oscillate at the frequency of 5 kHz is connected
to the FSS by two wires driving a square wave voltage between 0 and
-3 Volts. A waveform generator creates the signal for the transmitter
antenna which radiates in the direction of the FSS. The FSS modulates
the signal collected by a second receiver antenna oriented in the same
direction with the same polarization angle of the first one. A parametric
frequency sweep has been cacluated to evaluate the carrier frequency to
characterize the behavior of the FSS.
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Figure 4.16: Photograph of the prototype
4.2.2.3 Experimental results
As Figure 4.17a demostrate, a wide-band is obtained when at least five
dipoles are considered. Increased size of the FSS also improves the ro-
bustness of the signal allowing to achieve a reading distance of 4 m avoid-
ing multi-path. The reading distance depends on the Signal/Noise factor,
and it depends on the instrumentation used for measurement. There-
fore, an improving of the receiver noise floor can be improved reducing
the noise factor of the spectrum analyzer. In the second setup the noise
factor is improved with respect the first configuration. The sound-card
is faster than the instrumentation and it is also more accurate.
Another important fact is that the human body influences the backscat-
tered signal absorbing most of the radiating energy. Usually, when a
radiator is placed close to the human body, the radiation pattern is al-
tered by the body due to its losses and the backscattered power is also
reduced. Thanks to the increased dimension of the radiator, and the
intrinsic nature of the FSS, which is very robust against the conductive
and lossy material, the performances are increased. Figure 4.17b shows a
comparison between the FSS placed in the air, and the same FSS placed
onto the body. The presence of the body to the radiator, which is design
to be in near vicinity to the skin, introduce a little frequency shift but
it doesn’t reduce the performance concerning the received backscattered
power. Figure 4.18 shows the backscattering power for the FSS placed
onto the body at 1 m.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.17: (a) Backscattering power measured with the spectrum
analyzer as function of interrogating frequency, (b) Baseband spectrum
at output of the mixer after Fourier transform of the recorded signal
with the sound card.
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Figure 4.18: Received power in the second configuration in the range
of UHF Band at 1.5 meters from the reader
4.2.3 FSS printed on clothes
Communication methods based on the FSS structure are versatile. Thanks
to their simple shape and accessible design, the FSS can be easily included
in textile materials. This feature can extend its range of application and
their performance. To evaluate its achievements, a prototype of FSS has
been designed and tested on a textile material for a wearable application.
The textile substrate that has been used is DHJ PEARL with 110 µm
thickness. The electrical properties have been measured using a cavity,
the Damaskos Model 08 Thin Sheet Tester (Fig. 4.19), which measures
the electrical parameters of low loss materials over the approximate band
of 800-4000 MHz with a non-destructive practice. This technique is or-
dinarily used for thin dielectric sheets with thicknesses between 0.05 mm
and 3 mm.
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Figure 4.19: The Damaskos Model 08 Thin Sheet Tester
The followed procedure consists of taking three measures of each sample
and perform an average of permittivity and loss tangent for each reso-
nance. Table 4.3 shows the measured properties which are used of the
electromagnetic simulation.
Table 4.3: Properties of the Textile Decoprint® DHJ PEARL 110 µm







4.2.3.1 Ink and Printing process
The FSS has been printed over the textile material with the facilities of
the Ardeje® company, which has been involved in the consortium of the
H2020 Emergent project. A customized printer, which can use a special
conductive ink has been used for this purpose. The Ardeje Origin D100®
(Fig. 4.20a) is an Hi-accuracy digital printing platform, which has been
developed for R&D process development and prototyping. A dedicated
GEN-4 printhead (Fig. 4.20b) can deliver approximately 7 pico-liter of
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a special conductive ink at 8m/s±15% velocity, with a Mechanical axis
resolution (X/Y) around 0.5 µm, and Mechanical axis repeatability ±1
µm.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.20: (a) Printer Origin D100® (b) GEN-4 printhead
That properties allow a good performance for the FSS properties. The
conductive ink is a SicrysTM Silver Digital Conductive I50DM-106. Its
performance are described in Table 4.4. In order to obtain a continuous
layer of ink the following two-steps process has been performed,
1. 2400x2400 dpi printing, first step
2. Sintering for 30 min with a temperature of 150 °C,
3. 2400x2400 dpi printing, second step,
4. Sintering for 30 min with a temperature of 150 °C.
Thickness of the metallization approximately 17 µm has been obtained.
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Surface tension (dyne/cm) 34.6
Evap. Rate @ 25C (nBuAc=1) 0.019
Ink
Solids (metal content) 40%
Viscosity @ 25C (cP) 20
Surface tension (dyne/cm)* 34
Evaporation rate @ 50C (%
solvent/time)**
50%/5 min 90%/20 min
Sedimentation rate (µm/sec) (T=10%;
Lumisizer®)
0.37
Open time (min) jetting
temperature(°C)
1.5 min (40 °C) 10 min
(30 °C)
Resistivity (µΩcm) (thermal sintering,
C, min)
≤10 (150, 30) ≤12 (130,
30)
Sheet resistance (mΩ/ ) (thickness,
µm)
10 (10µm) 102 (1.5µm)∗
Substrate adhesion tested*** ITO, Glass
Compatible printheads KM1024, KM1024i, Ricoh
E3, DMC 11610,
SapphireQS-10pl
Solvents: DGME - diethylene glycol monomethyl ether,
Notes: * - Surface tension measured with Pendant Drop method; ** - Evaporation rate of
ink estimated using internal procedure; # - Laser sintering; *** - Adhesion depends on
substrate, sintering conditions, substrate pretreatment and pattern thickness (tested
according to ASTM-3359-09 or ISO-2409)
Fig. 4.23 shows a first prototype printed on the textile. After the entire
process a test in DC current has been performed to check the conductivity
at low frequency range. The conductivity changes with the direction
of printing on the prototypes. The resistance on the metallization is
higher in the direction of the source line (Fig. 4.21), while on the other
direction is lower. This result depends on the printing method. By
observing the metallization with a microscope (Fig. 4.22), it is easy to
detect the direction of the printing. However, this effect is not drastically
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influencing and the following experimentation evaluates the performance
of the prototype.
Figure 4.21: Layout of designed FSS for operating at 2.4 GHz
Figure 4.22: Prototypes printed on DHJ PEARL 110µm Microscope
zoom
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.23: Prototypes printed on DHJ PEARL 110 µm (a) Prototype
for FSS at 2.4 GHz (b) at 866 MHz (RFID UHF-band)
4.2.4 Prototyping and testing
After having printed the FSS, the lumped elements were attached to the
textile. Since the classic soldering was not possible, an alternative tech-
nique has been employed. The high temperature of the soldering would
have burned the textile. Therefore, cold soldering has been performed
using an epoxy paste. After applying the epoxy glue on the lumped el-
ement, the prototype has been put into the oven for 30 min at 150 °C.
After that, the adhesive has become hard and more conductive. Later, a
first test has been performed to control the conductivity of the track and
components.After that, the printed FSS has been tested with the same
setup of previous section. The following test have been performed.
1. Backscattered power with the FSS in the air,
2. Backscattering power with the FSS on the body,
3. Reading distance and robustness during a normal random and fixed
walking.
Measurement in the air shows a wide broadband and a high backscatter-
ing power. That shows a high independence by the substrate material
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(Fig. 4.24). Measurement on the body have been performed by posing
the FSS attached to the chest.Fig. 4.25 demonstrates the wide-band
achieved. However, a frequency shift can be notice, which is caused by
the presence of the body. The same experiment has been conducted by
adding a spacer in between.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.24: Measurement of power received (a) Experimental setup, a
spacer in between the body and the FSS (b) Backscatered power. The
spacer mitigate the effect of the body.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.25: Measurement of power received (a)Experimental setup, a
spacer in between the body and the FSS (b) Backscatered power. The
spacer mitigate the effect of the body.
This gap reduces the frequency shift with respect to the FSS in the
air. In the last experiment, the user walk on a fixed path in order to
evaluate its reliability during motion. Fig 4.26 shows the result walking
in a 9 m2 path. The measurement shows a strong reliability. During
movement the sensor can detect the target continuously. Despite the
signal strength is strongly dependent of the position of the user, the
experiment demonstrate that there are no lack of signal thanks on the
high sensibility of the reader and the properties of the FSS. Fig. 4.27
shows a cumulative distribution function (CDF). According to [100], CDF
furnish information on the robustness of the entire system. The FSS
demonstrate a good performance avoiding multi-path despite it is printed
on the non-homogeneous material.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.26: Power received during a fixed walking path (a) round path
(b) cross path
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Figure 4.27: CDF measurement for two different random test
4.2.5 Temperature sensor
A negative temperature coefficient resistance (NTC) has been adopted as
the temperature sensor. NTC is a low-priced sensor with high sensitivity
in the range of the body temperature (35-41°C). A drawback of the NTC
is that its resistance does not change linearly for the entire range of the
measurement. However, for this application, the temperature range is
relatively narrow, hence a linearization can be performed. In order to
avoid the usage of complex electronic circuits such as analog-to-digital
converters (ADC) and micro-controllers, as well as to reduce the power
consumption, an analog approach is proposed. The oscillator is com-
posed of two inverters based on low-voltage NANDs (SN74AUP1G00)
and an RC network (see Fig. 4.28). The resistance changes produce a
frequency variation at the oscillator’s output that modulates the reverse-
biased varactors of the FSS, which, in turn, modulates its backscattered
field. The diodes are therefore switched between -3V when the output
of the oscillator is in high state (3V), and 0V when the output of the
oscillator is in low state (0V). The oscillation frequency can be estimated
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where, R is the resistance of the NTC (1 MΩ NTC from AVXNB20R00105JBA)
connected according to the schema in Fig. 4.28.
Figure 4.28: Oscillator scheme
The NTC is soldered to a thin strip of flexible PCB made with Ultra-
lam 3850 substrate (from Rogers Corp.) and it located on the body
to detect the temperature. The oscillation frequency depends on both
the capacitance and the resistance values that are chosen in relation to
the environmental temperature. In addition, these values must be ad-
justed taking into account both the desired frequency range allowed by
the analog-to-digital converter of the reader and the Nyqvist criterion to
avoid aliasing. Here C=330 pF produces a modulating frequency range
between 2 kHz and 3 kHz around the body temperature. The Stein-
hart–Hart equation [101] is widely used to model the NTC resistance.











where T is the temperature in K, R0=1 MΩ is the nominal resistance at
T0=298 K, and β=4400 K is the Steinhart–Hart parameter that is taken
from the thermistor data-sheet. The resolution in the temperature mea-
surement is limited by the frequency resolution. Combining the equation
4.4 and 4.5, deriving it as a function of the temperature, the frequency
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It should be noted that the factor β/T is very large in 4.6, therefore the
sensitivity in the measurement of the temperature is very high. Using
signal processing techniques, a frequency resolution (Δfm) better than 1
Hz can be achieved, as presented in section 4.3. Therefore, assuming a
temperature value of T that is close to T0, an oscillation frequency of 2
kHz, and a Steinhart–Hart parameter from the data-sheet, the tempera-
ture resolution from the equation 4.6 is calculated, which is at an order
of 0.01 K. For that reason this sensor can be used in several medical
applications.
4.3 Wireless breathing sensor based on
modulated FSS
Figure 4.29: Obstructive sleep apnea
Breathing is one part of physiological respiration that is required to sus-
tain life. Unconscious breathing is controlled by specialized centers in
the brain, which automatically regulate the rate and depth of breathing
depending on the body need [102][103]. The apnea is a term for suspen-
sion of the breath. The sleep apnea is a common respiratory disorder
that occurs during sleep, which is characterized by cessations of airflow
to the lungs [103][104]. Apnea is basically divided into two types: central
and obstructive. Central apnea is due to some deficiency on the respi-
ratory system development, whereas the obstructive apnea is due some
type of obstruction in the airflow as shown in figure 4.29. This episode
can occur many times during the sleep and this pathology is known as
sleep-disorder breathing (SDB). The SDB is known as a relatively com-
mon condition, which can affect 24% and 9% of middle-aged men and
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women, respectively [102]. Apnea events can occur 5 to 30 times an
hour. Many studies have indicated that SDB is highly related to various
cardiovascular diseases in forms of hypertension and stroke [103][104]. It
has also been linked to other conditions, such as: type 2 diabetes, obe-
sity, and hypertension. The Central apnea can’t be detected by acoustic
methods because it is more complicated than obstructive apnea (OSA).
In the clinical setting, the exact diagnosis is made by polysomnography
(PSG). PSG measures a large number of parameters and it is made off
different parts: an electroencephalogram, which records the sleep stages,
a single-lead electrocardiogram, which monitors the heart rate, an elec-
tromyogram which records the leg movements, a thermal sensor and a
nasal pressure transducer both of which measure the breathing rate, in-
cluding airflow at the nose and at the mouth. Therefore, the PSG test
is highly invasive, labor intensive, requires expensive instruments, is a
time consuming process and hence is impractical to perform apart from
a general population check-up. Consequently, many people with SDB,
perhaps up to 93% of the population, remain undiagnosed [105]. An ef-
fective screening in the primary core setting could increase the number
of patients identified. Thus, a new generation of technological tools is
under development. The remote health monitoring can be acceptable in
the case where the device fulfills all of the following requirements: com-
fortable, easy to use, and low cost. In order to detect apnea and calculate
the respiration rate, there are many sensors that are commercial avail-
able. Various portable monitor devices, like sleep-stripes, already exist
in the market. It is an at-home sleep test diagnostic device. This device
has to be worn for a minimum of five hours during sleep. The device is
placed on the individual’s face where the two flow sensors (oral and nasal
thermistors) are placed just below the nose and above the upper lip, in
order to capture the patient’s breath more effectively. Most of them are
based on sound recording techniques [106] or on micro-controllers which
are integrated inside a belt [107]. Unfortunately, however, these devices
are noisy and often, neither easy to calibrate, nor suitable for long-term
monitoring. In order to match the properties of comfortability, flexi-
bility, and a long lifetime for the battery, a wireless breathing sensor
that is based on a frequency selective surface (FSS) has been proposed.
The novelty of this work is the application of these devices as a wireless
interface of the breathing sensors.
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4.3.1 Wireless measurement and experimental setup
The continuous monitoring is usually performed in the case of apnea
diagnosis, where several days of analysis are required. The oscillator,
based on the two-inverter that is introduced here, draws 40 µA at 3V;
this leads to more than one year in the lifetime of a typical 330 man
coin-battery. In addition, this solution allows a miniaturization of the
device, as the number of parts in the system is decreased. The wire-
less measurement is carried out using a customized reader. The system
uses the same mechanism of acquisition discussed in section 4.2. The
transponder backscatters the electromagnetic signal and modulates the
incoming signal at the frequency of the oscillator (see fig. 4.30), The FSS
placed directly onto the body can achieve a large bandwidth, and the ef-
fect of losses in terms of performance, introduced by the body presence,
can be compensated by increasing the number of radiating elements, as
it has been shown in previous sections. The large bandwidth provides
robustness to the system in front of the variation of permittivity between
different bodies or the different FSS positions, considering the same body.
Read ranges of around 3 m have been experimentally achieved [99, 98].
Figure 4.30: Block diagram of the system, including the reader and the
transponder.
The varactor-loaded FSS is integrated in a headband along with the
oscillator and the battery, as shown in Fig. 4.31. The NTC is connected
with thin flexible wires to the oscillator to reduce the interaction with
the skin, which would be more comfortable for the patient. Low-cost
silicon varactors from Skyworks SMV1247-079LF are used as switching
diodes. The FSS is manufactured over a 100 µm-thick Ultralam® 3850
substrate. Two 10 kΩ 0605 SMD resistors are connected at the end of
the arms of each dipole to feed the diodes and to prevent the undesired
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Figure 4.31: Schema of a FSS loaded with varactors connected to the
two-inverter oscillator controlled by the NTC resistance (R).
flow of the RF signal on the feed line. The dimensions of the FSS are
provided in Fig. 4.31. The headband is a FSS composed by four groups
of 5 loaded dipoles each as shown in Fig. 4.32. To ensure the ability
to read the backscattering signal, the FSS is designed to surround the
entire head and then a reading of 360° is allowed. The dipoles are also
orientated in a different manner to permit the reading independently of
the rotation movement of the head.
Figure 4.32: Photograph of the headband with the FSS and the NTC
sensor and the oscillator.
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4.3.2 Customized reader
The scheme of the reader prototype is shown in Fig. 4.33a. It has been
designed using a custom software defined radio (SDR) module. The
transmitter is composed by a frequency synthesizer (Minicircuits KSN-
2450A-119+) that generates a signal, a Minicircuits GAL84+ to amplify
it, and a linearly polarized antenna. The output power is 18 dBm. The
interrogating frequency is programmed with a micro-controller (Arduino
UNO board). The local oscillator for the mixer (Mini-circuits LRMS-
30J) that down converts the signal detected from the receiver is obtained
using a coupler. The intermediate frequency (IF) signal at the mixer’s
output is amplified using two operational amplifiers with an overall gain
of 50 dB and an analog filter with a cut-off frequency of 20 kHz connected
in cascade. The output is sampled using the analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) integrated in the sound-card of the PC. Fig. 4.33b shows a
photograph of the prototype. The sensor temperature can be determined
from the modulation frequency (fm) using the equation 4.4.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.33: Customized reader at 2.45 GHz ISM. (a) Electric scheme
and photograph (b).
The modulation frequency can be obtained from the spectrum of the base
band signal at the output of the mixer. The chirp Z-transform (CZT)
algorithm [108], and a Hamming window is used to achieve the appropri-
ated frequency resolution. This transform can be efficiently implemented
using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) and makes the frequency resolution
independent from the number of samples. The modulation frequency fm
is estimated from the peak of CZT using 1000 samples taken with the
ADC at 44000 Hz. This procedure (sampling plus CZT and Peak detec-
tion) needs approximately 63 milliseconds. As a result, the modulation
frequency that is function of the breathing is sampled at approximately
15 Hz. This sampling frequency is enough, because a normal breathing
rate is around 0.3 Hz. Fig. 4.34 shows a sample of 20 seconds of nor-
mal respiration, taken at 1 meter of distance between the head and the
reader. The samples at the output of the ADC, along with the baseband
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spectrum from 1.5 KHz and 3 KHz that is computed with the CZT, are
shown on Fig. 4.34a and Fig. 4.34b, respectively. A clear peak corre-
sponding to the first side-band of the modulated signal can be observed.
The modulating frequency fm can be easily obtained from the peak of the
spectrum. In this case, the signal-to-noise ratio is more than 20 dB. mea-
surements taken at room temperature (which is assumed to be constant).
The measurements have been fitted using a gaussian distribution. Fig.
4.35 depicts the Gaussian probability distribution density overlapped to
the histogram with a good agreement. The standard deviation is 1.7 Hz,
which using the equation 4.6 corresponds to the standard temperature
variation of 0.019 ºC. This small error due to random measurement noise
does not affect this particular application.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.34: Example of measurement at 1 m of distance. (a) Baseband
signal in time domain, (b) spectrum computed using CZT
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Figure 4.35: Histogram and fitted Gaussian distribution of the mea-
sured modulation frequency
4.4 Signal processing for a simple a robust
breathing detection
The block diagram in Fig. 4.36 describes the algorithm implemented to
calculate breathing rate and apnea time. As a first step the modulating
frequency fm obtained from the spectrum of the signal, just at the output
of the receiver mixer, considering it as a function of time is measured.
This signal is referred to as the breathing signal. Fig. 4.38a shows
an example of normal breathing just after installing the sensor close to
the nose. It is possible to estimate the change of temperature, ΔT, in
the thermistor using equation 4.6 from the modulated frequency shift.
During the respiration cycle, the temperature variation is about 2 Kelvin
when the NTC is in the vicinity of the nose. Fig. 4.38b shows the
estimated temperature change as a function of time. It can be observed
that the sensor is gradually warming due to the proximity of the body,
while the ripple depends on the breathing. An increase in temperature
is observed during the exhalation time, and a decrease during inhalation.
The amplitude of the temperature ripple depends on the relative distance
between the sensor and the nasal cavity. A real-time peak detection
algorithm has been developed to obtain the peaks and troughs of the
breathing signal. Then the breathing rate, usually expressed in breaths
per minute (bpm) is estimated from the inverse of the interval between
two consecutive peaks, 1/Δt (Fig. 4.38c). The algorithms to detect the
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Figure 4.36: Block diagram of the algorithm for breathing rate and
apnea detection.
local maximum (or minimum) usually present some problems in case of
noisy data such as breathing data or ECG data. The well-known zero-
derivative method often fails when the zero crossing of the first derivate
occurs, due to noise. A typical solution consists of smoothing the curve by
using different low-pass filters [109]. In this work, a robust peak detection
algorithm is presented. The algorithm assumes that a peak occurs at its
highest point between troughs and that there are lower points around it.
The strategy is to look for the highest point and around it there are lower
points shown by a Δ on both sides (see Fig. 4.37). The algorithm only
needs the current sample and the last detected maximum (or minimum).
Thus, it can be efficiently implemented on quasi-real-time for continuous
breathing monitoring. The pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 4.1.
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Figure 4.37: Strategy to find the local maximum and minimum of the
data.
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Algorithm 4.1 Algorithm for the peak detection




do for each measurement
{
#Perform a measurement
# t is the measurement instant
# x is the measured sample












if x < maximun-delta
{








if x > minimun+delta
{
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Figure 4.38: Example of measurement for a person with normal breath-
ing: (a) measured modulation frequency, (b) temperature change and
(c) breathing rate in bpm as function of the time
4.5 Experimental results
The prototype has been integrated into a flexible headband (see Fig.
4.39a) in order to test the algorithm, measure the reading distance, and
assess the power consumption in a real situation. The headband is placed
around the head of a volunteer and the sensor is placed under the nose,
as shown in Fig. 4.39b. The reading distance is taken standing up, in
front of the reader for a period of time of 100 seconds. The maximum
reading distance measured is up to 3 meters (Fig. 4.40).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.39: Breathing sensor prototype for the measurements (a) Pho-
tograph of the whole prototype (b) installed prototype for the measure-
ment
The respiration rate is calculated at the same time. Fig. 4.38 shows
the respiration fluctuation at a certain distance from the reader. Three
apneas are shown with different time duration (12.4 s, 8.1 s, 9.7 s, respec-
tively). During these time intervals, no ripple in the breathing signal is
observed and the temperature decreases, gradually return to the ambient
temperature. The apnea interval can be measured between a maximum
and minimum when the interval (Δt) is larger than a threshold time.
This threshold time is typically given as 10 seconds in the literature and
it is considered as a dangerous apnea [105]. A variation in terms of angu-
lar rotation has also been performed. The rotation of the head changes
the backscattering power of the signal. Some diverse positions were con-
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sidered in order to check the robustness of the system. Fig. 4.40 shows
the measured breathing signal for frontal and lateral head orientations.
Fig. 4.41 shows the measured breathing signal as function of the head
inclination. A rotation of 90° or change in the head inclination (see Fig.
4.41) does not affect the result, and it is correctly processed (Fig. 4.40c
and Fig. 4.41c, respectively). The amplitude of the sampled signal at the
output of the A/D depends on the distance to the reader (see Fig. 4.40a
and Fig. 4.41a). However, the amplitude of the signal breathing (modu-
lation frequency detected after the CZT) depends on the frequency shift
due to temperature change that is a function of the distance between
the sensor, nose and the airflow velocity; to avoid this effect, a distance
between the nose and the sensor is fixed. Therefore, the normalized am-
plitude of the signal breathing (see Fig. 4.40b and Fig. 4.41b) remains
approximately constant.
Figure 4.40: Reading distance for the FSS placed on body.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.41: Breathing Sampled signal at the output of the A/D (a),
normalized breathing signal (b) and breathing rate (c) for different
head inclination.
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4.6 Comparison between FSS and RFID-based
sensors
In this section, a comparison between the presented technologies has been
carrying on to determinate their proper field of application. Those two
systems have many features in common as the complete passive trans-
mission and the versatility due to their thin shape that makes them
comfortable for on body application. On the other hand, these methods
are different enough to define a rigid separation regarding their specific
use. UHF RFID transmission is based on the EPC protocol that estab-
lishes a strict way of communication, while the FSS is a complete passive
backscattering which makes the electromagnetic transfer lighter but also
less safe. The entire passive nature and the lowest price of the RFID
technology offer a wide range of spreading because it can be considered
a disposable option. Therefore it can be efficient in case of tracking
population behaviour for epidemics or mass market. Unfortunately, the
sensors use the power given by the transceiver which is drastically de-
creased, in case of lossy material substrates (body-mass). Consequently,
the reading range is reduced. For this reason, the FSS based sensors can
find a more extensive field. First, sensors attached to the body do not
use the electromagnetic power, and thanks to their low power, they can
use alternative harvesting methods that are not deteriorated by the body
mass. Moreover, the FSS is useful because the sensor, in the case of the
temperature sensor, can be placed on separated position respect to the
radiator on the body, allowing to lay the sensor in their suitable region,
the body cavity (axillae, inside the ears)[100]. RFID result useful in case
of many different users, thanks to the ID tracking that makes the user
unique. The last generation of RFID can achieve to measure more than
40 users with a single interrogation slot. On the other hand, the readout
in the FSS is analogue, therefore although each user can use different
modulation frequencies, the number of simultaneous users will be small.
A definite plus of the FSS sensor is its high-temperature resolution that
can increase the healthcare in the home systems. Also, one of the bot-
tlenecks of the RFID at the moment depends on the reader sensitivity.
Despite the fact that the RFID tag can be able to wake up with a few
amounts of energy, the reader cannot detect the backscattered signal. A
commercial RFID reader, in fact, holds a sensitivity of about -80 dBm,
while in the case of Reader for the FSS can detect the backscattered
power of approximately -120 dBm
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Depend on the battery








The radiator can be
displaced on some other
place, reducing the
interaction with the body.
Cost < 2 € > 10 €
Customizable >20 device can be
connected at the same
< 10 device can be connected
to the same reader
Sensibility Low resolution (0.25
°C)
High resolution (0.01 °C)




based sensor, circadian body
temperature variations
detector.
Table 4.5: Comparison between FSS and UHF RFID based sensors
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The backscattering technique has performed the communication between
the transponder and the reader in the semi-passive connection. The
RCS of the FSS-based transponder is modulated using low-cost reverse-
biased varactors. The power consumption of the semi-passive FSS is,
therefore, lowest compared to other alternatives. , and the frequency
is controlled by a thermistor placed close to the nasal cavities which
demonstrates good performances regarding sensing resolution, reading
distances and reliability. The temperature at the sensor depends on the
airflow during respiration with a variation of about 4 °C. The transponder
contains several FSS’s with different directions and is located around
the head to improve the readability to around the circumference. This
topology shows high robustness in front of fading due to non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) situations, which might be caused when the path is partially
blocked, either by objects or the body. A customized reader has also
been developed using commercial components. Read ranges up to 3
m are typically obtained with the proof-of-concept prototype. A real-
time algorithm that consists of determining the respiration peak and the
measured modulated frequency is used to measure the breathing rate and
detect the apnea intervals. The low power consumption enables long-term
sessions of apnea monitoring for screening applications at home. These
results open the door to more complex sensors based on FSS on-body
applications, which integrate micro-controllers and more sophisticated
sensors for other uses. A comparison between the RFID sensor and the
FSS based monitoring device has been presented.
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5
An active solution for a breathing sensing
Over the available energy and communication constrained technologies,
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is one of the most appealing alternative.
BLE is a standardized communication technology designed for low-power
systems and innovative sensor-based data acquisition frameworks. Also,
it offers easy integration with most of existing personal devices (such as
smartphones and tablets). The last bluetooth version provides no sig-
nificant differences over its previews release (Bluetooth 4.0) that enable
extensive use in new domains. In contrast, the new Bluetooth 4.2 has
novel features that make Bluetooth LE an encouraging enabling technol-
ogy for the wIoT [110]. In the field of medical and health devices, two
main features make the BLE an appropriate solution: The improvement
concerning the privacy of the users and enhancements in the security
layer.
5.1 Implementing BLE for wIoT device
The concrete implementation of a Bluetooth LE device on a commer-
cial system-on-chip (SoC) involves HW-SW trade-off to balances perfor-
mance, power consumption and programmability. Whereas a controller
API is usually provided along with host-side software to the developer as
source code, the controller is implemented as firmware that has exclusive
access to the radio. The stable integration of the firmware binary and
the PHY layer is conducive to performance optimization and low power
operation conducted by the chip vendor. The close-source nature of the
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firmware libraries provided by major vendors, however, becomes a disin-
centive to innovations by third parties. This trend has not stopped the
active IoT community from integrating some of these chips with open-
source embedded operating systems and tools. In spite of the binary
form of the provided Bluetooth LE controller firmware, register-level de-
tails exposed in data-sheets by specific vendors leave the door open to
ambitious developers who want to experiment with their own Bluetooth
LE implementation [111, 63, 112, 113]. The low power and the low data
rate nature of Bluetooth LE simplifies requirements for radio traffic mon-
itoring, which in turn simplify protocol debugging and fault diagnosis.
Those improvements are essential for continuous growth in the field of
wearable medical devices, allowing a multitude of new body sensor for
consumers but also for more critical applications.
5.2 Challenges
A regulated communication method is intrinsically more complicated
than an unstandardized technology, which makes the power consump-
tion a weakness of this devices. On the other hand, a rigorous standard
allows a high-security level, the necessary condition for a wIoT that mea-
sure user health state. The challenge became to create a robust, secure
and private prototype, able to handle physio-pathological parameters
keeping a low power profile. In this chapter, a prototype, which uses
the BLE communication method based on open-source code design, has
been taken into account for a parallel with the previews mentioned tech-
niques, which are based on analog not-standardized communication. A
customized breathing sensor has been used as an example to demonstrate
the feasibility of the proposed system. Standard breathing sensors based
on the airflow are not accurate enough to guarantee a reliable result. The
next section illustrates a method to make a breathing sensor most reli-
able. A tradeoff between the reliability and the power consumption has
been addressed. First, a wearable device, based on the synergy between
the airflow sensor and the skin conductance shows the opportunity to in-
crease the breath volume for sleep apneas detection. Next, a correlation
with a magnetometer sensor has been proposed to analyze the differ-
ences and the advantages of these solutions and evaluate the scenario of
application that is adequate for the intended sensors.
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5.3 Sensors for sleep disorder diseases
Monitoring the respiration conditions with the autonomous nervous sys-
tem (ANS) activation during sleep could be a practical screening solution
in the primary core-setting, thus increasing the number of patients identi-
fied. Many wearable systems propose monitor the respiration parameters
during sleep but can’t assess sleep quality. Galvanic skin response (GSR)
and basal skin resistance (R) are often used as indicators of autonomic
activity which has led to their widespread application in physiological
and pharmacological investigations [114, 115]. GSR is also an indicator
of many other sleep factors [16] and is directly related to sleep quality
due to the connection with the sympathetic nerve [114]. A low-power
and wearable integrated device that takes into account both the effect
of respiration and the activation of ANS can be an efficient solution to
detecting sleep disorders.
5.3.1 Architecture of the system
The prototype has been built using a small low energy Bluetooth module,
attaching with two different sensors, a thermistor and a GSR sensor, to
collect and manipulate information together. The transmitting line is
capable of computing and sending pre-processed data to a client. The
main hardware components of the prototype’s current implementation
have been presented below.
5.3.2 Breathing sensors based on NTC sensor
The breathing sensor uses a negative coefficient thermistor (NTC) placed
close to the nose already discussed in Chapter 5. Fig. 5.1a. shows the sig-
nal conditioning circuit used for the temperature measurement. Fig. 5.3a
shows the measured with a 10-bit A/D converter of the micro-controller
connected to the output of a simple voltage divider. The detected signal
is amplified using the circuit in Fig. 5.1a.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: a) Conditioning circuit for the airflow sensor b) Conditioning
circuit for the GSR signal
Fig. 5.3b shows the output of the amplified signal after connecting the
sensor close to the nose to reduce the effect of quantification noise due
to the limited number of bits of the A/D. The effect of the warm body
can be observed in Fig. 5.5. Since the temperature sensor is directly
placed below the nose, the amplitude depends on the distance of the
sensor by the nose (Fig. 5.2). Then, to guarantee the effectiveness of the
algorithms, the sensor has been mechanically fixed at a certain distance
to the nose. Consequently, a calibration is performed to clearly identify
the correct parameters used for the calculations.
Figure 5.2: The temperature increase after sensor positioning
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.3: Raw voltage at the Input (VIN) and amplified output volt-
age (VOUT) a) Voltage divider, signal not processed, b) Conditioned
signal
5.3.3 GSR sensor for ANS activity
An increased sympathetic activity (sympathetic arousal) elevates heart
rate, blood pressure, and sweating, as well as redirects blood from the
inner reservoir toward skeletal muscles, lungs, heart, and brain in prepa-
ration for motor action. Sympathetic postganglionic fibres consisting of
nonmyelinated class C nerve fibres surround eccrine sweat glands, and
their activity modulates sweat secretion [105]. Since sweat is a weak
electrolyte and good conductor, the filling of sweat ducts results in many
low-resistance parallel pathways, thereby increasing the conductance of
an applied current. Changes in skin conductance at the surface, referred
to as electrodermal activity (EDA), reflect activity within the sympa-
thetic axis of the ANS and provide a sensitive and convenient measure
of assessing alterations in sympathetic arousal associated with emotion,
cognition, and attention [116]. Stress is defined as a disruption of the au-
tonomic balance involving a state of high sympathetic activation. Since
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EDA is solely determined by the activity of the sympathetic branch of
the ANS, which is predominant in stress states, tonic EDA parameters
may be regarded as suitable measures of ANS activity induced by stress
[117]. Autonomic responses in the skin such as sweating, piloerection,
and vasomotor changes can thus be elicited by various emotional states
[118]. Also, it is widely recognized that attention-grabbing stimuli and
attention-demanding tasks also evoke increased EDA responses. GSR can
be obtained using a simple sensor that measures the resistance between
two positions on the skin. The sensor consists of two electrodes, which
are placed on two closed fingers and it regulates the activation of the
gland cells after, sympathetic stimuli [116]. The signal is pre-filtered and
amplified using the circuit shown in Fig. 5.1b. In comparison with the
breathing sensor, the connection is not critical and is more conformable
because it can be easily integrated into a glove[119]. Also, this appli-
cation can be used as an alternative method for the detection of SDA’s
activation.
5.3.4 Conditioning methods
As the variation in time of the signals is slow (10-30 beat per minute),
and the measurement takes a long time (one night), the amount of data
use a lot of internal memory storage. Therefore, the signal should be
processed to save storage space on the smartphone as well as its battery
life. Fig. 5.5 shows an example of breathing just after installing the sen-
sor close to the nose. After this period, the temperature variation is less
than four Kelvin during the respiration cycle (Fig. 5.4a); The tempera-
ture detected by the sensor gradually increases due to its vicinity to the
body, whereas the oscillation depends on the breathing. An increase and
decrease in temperature are observed during the exhalation and inhala-
tion time. The positioning of the sensor is a critical aspect because the
amplitude of the temperature depends on the relative distance between
the sensor and the nasal cavity (Fig. 5.2). A real-time peak detection
algorithm has been developed to obtain peaks and troughs of the breath-
ing signal. The breathing rate, expressed as breaths per minute (bpm) is
estimated from the inverse of the interval between two consecutive peaks
a discussed in the previews chapter, 1/Δt (Fig. 5.4c).
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Figure 5.4: (a) Temperature of the airflow, (b) Peak detector applied
(c) Istantaneous calculation for breaths per minute
Figure 5.5: The voltage (linearly dependent on by the temperature)
incresases after sensor positioning
5.3.5 Digital filtering for the GSR
GSR is a relatively slow signal because it measures the activation of gland
cells located on the tip of the fingers. This activation is relatively delayed
due to the persistence of ions on the skin. When the ANS is active, the
gland cells on the fingertips open the ion channels, and the GSR sensor
detects an increase in conductivity of the skin. For this reason, we are
interested in the derivative of the signal. In this work, a robust algorithm
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for detecting the activation of the ANS is presented. At first, the algo-
rithm filters the high frequencies, allowing that the gland cells need time
to open and close the ion channels. Then, the derivative is calculated.
The derivative of the signal gives useful information on the state of the
ANS. Once the real-time derivative is obtained, a peak detector algo-
rithm, described in Chapter 5, is applied to detect the highest relative
variation in conductivity. Figure 5.7a shows GSR signal captured using
two electrodes placed onto the skin. A low-pass IIR filter is applied to
reject the noise as follows;
Y (ti) = αX(ti) + (1− α)Y (ti) (5.1)
Yav(ti) = α2X(ti) + (1− α2)Yav(ti) (5.2)
GSR(ti) = Y (ti)− Yav(ti) (5.3)
Where X(ti) is the GSR samples, Y(ti) is the low-pass IIR filter output
and Yav(ti) is the moving average baseline of the GSR signal. Then the
filtered GSR signal is obtained as the filtered samples less the baseline.
The smoothing factors α and α2 are between 0 and 1. In this work α





Where T is the sampling period. Figure 5.6b shows the filtered signal.
This kind of filtering (filter IIR) avoids the usage of vectors to store many
samples that is not possible in low power micro-controllers. The GSR
signal carries information about the activation of the gland cells, so we
are interested in the variation. Strong variations in terms of conductivity
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The peak detector is then applied on the derivative function. Regarding
the previous section, to find the peaks a calculation of a delta parameter
is required. A delta parameter is a noise filter in the derivative, which is
calculated during a previous calibration.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6: a) Signal GSR during an apnea event b)Example of breath-
ing Derivative of the signal
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Figure 5.7: a) Raw GSR data, b) Filtered GSR
5.3.6 Calibration
The first minute of acquiring is considered as a calibration time. The
low-pass band filter needs a few minutes to become operative. In the
first minute, the user is awake and performs normal breathing. During
this period the algorithm collects data. The filter expressed in 5.3 begins
to work correctly once at least forty seconds has passed. Then, the device
calculates the delta parameter as the percentage of the variation in the


















Where n is the number of the sample in the last twenty seconds of the
measurement, and Y(ti) is the filtered signal. So, the delta parameter is
approximately 10% of the entire variation of the signal.
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Algorithm 5.1 Algorithm for breathing and apnea detections
5.3.7 Results and discussion
The prototype has been built to study the robustness of the algorithms.
An RFDUINO RFD22102 board is used to broadcast the signal and send
the data to a smartphone. An application for the mobile phone has been
built to show the results using the MIT app inventor. In this section,
different measurements are presented to validate the algorithms. The
measures involve;
• Normal breathing;
• Alternate breathing (deeper and slower);
• Alternate breathing with apneas.
Figure 5.8 shows three minutes of normal breathing. The GSR is quite
regular, and there is not much variation in the derivative. Stimuli are not
high enough to activate the sympathetic system. Then, the algorithm
doesn’t send information to the smartphone. Figure 5.10 shows variable
respiration. When the breathing is more profound, it is possible to recog-
nize peaks in the GSR signal. In this case, the device sends information
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to the smartphone. Figure 5.9 shows that apneas alternate with normal
breathing. Just after an apneas, it is possible to recognize peaks in GSR
measurement. The algorithm detects those peaks. Everyone gives dif-
ferent results since their cells behave differently, therefore the threshold
cannot be defined before the test. So, during a calibration time, it is
possible to define a threshold on the amplitude. It is calculated as a
percentage in the deviation of the peaks detected:






Where γ is a percentage of the average values of the positive and negative
peaks, Xp,i. Many peaks, during the first measurement, were not strongly
connected to the ANS activation, as you can see in Fig. 5.8, because it
depends on normal ventilation. When an apnea occurs, the recorded
value is much higher than the average of the other peaks, therefore an
activation of the ANS can be detected( Fig. 5.10).
Figure 5.8: Normal breathing
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Figure 5.9: Output of the GSR algorithm for the case where there
is changing in respiration. After 40 seconds, deeper breathing is per-
formed. (a) Measured breathing signal, (b) Peaks of the GSR derivative
(*) where a variation in ANS is detected by the algorithm.
Figure 5.10: Output of the GSR algorithm for the normal breathing
case. (a) Measured breathing signal. Red lines show an average of the
maximum and minimum of the signal in the respiration. (b) Peaks
of the GSR derivative. Red lines define the threshold GSR derivative
signal. The algorithm detects every variation that is stronger.
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5.3.8 Power consumption
The power consumption depends on the working time of any component.
It can be possible estimate the lifetime of the device, considering the
amount of energy used by each element, when a small, commercial coin
battery is employed. The measured power consumption of each compo-
nent is reported in Table 5.1. For this application, the primary dataset
is presented as the respiration rate, which is estimated for each breath.
The algorithm has been defined in the previews section. The module is
an Arduino IDE based. The running time of the application is around 50
ms. Instead, the duration of a single breath is approximately 3 seconds
for physiologic breathing. Therefore a sampling time of 100 ms can be
acceptable to avoid artifacts. Accordingly, the micro-controller works at
most for 50 ms every 100 ms to collect and elaborate data. A significant
amount of energy is employed in transmission (Table 5.1). If the Blue-
tooth sent all samples to the mobile phone, the communication period
would be 100 ms and the lifetime of the battery could decrease to ap-
proximately 24 hours. Since the consistent information is the respiration
rate (RR), the amount of energy used for calculating on board is cheaper
than the power for communicating with the mobile, hence a significant
amount of energy, using this method is preserved.
A pie diagram reported in Figure 5.14 shows the amount of energy used
in both cases, which are represented as a percentage of the energy of all
components. Figure 5.14 shows a continuous transmitting. Figure 5.11
shows the improvement using calculation on board. Considering regular
breathing, the lifetime of the battery increases of around 30 days (Figure
5.11). In the Figure is shown the lifetime of the battery compared to the
period of communication of data by BLE. Figure 5.13 shows measure-
ment of the time of calculation and power consumption of the device. A
resistor of 100 Ω was used to measure the current.
Table 5.1: Power consumption of each used components
Component Power Consumption Working Time
Microprocessor cortex M0 ~4 mA 22-100 ms
BLE module (transmission) ~15 mA 100/3000 ms
GSR sensor ~1 mA 100 ms
Respiration sensor (NTC) ~1 mA 100 ms
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Figure 5.11: Improvement using calculation on board
Figure 5.12: a continuous transmitting. 1) Most of the energy is used
for the Bluetooth communication, therefore, the lifetime of the battery
is reduced. 2) On the other hand, if the connection is focused on the
most useful data, there is an balancing between the parts of the system.
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Figure 5.13: Oscilloscope measurement(a) Sleep mode for 25 ms. (b)
Sensors always actives.
Figure 5.14: Device in different configuration.
5.3.9 Comments on results for breathing sensor with
thermistors and GSR
A simple device to detect the correlation between respiration and acti-
vation of ANS has been proposed. While sleeping, the measurement of
activation of the ANS is easy to identify because the body doesn’t receive
any external stimulus and risk of false negative detection is minimized.
A strong correlation between apneas and the activation of the ANS can
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be noticed. A wearable GSR sensor can be used as a respiration sensor to
detect apneas in the SBD. The GSR device is robust and comfortable and
doesn’t need to be stuck on to the skin. Efficient algorithms have been
proposed to save energy and data storage. For three minute of recording,
approximately 30 samples are transmitted by BLE after the calculation
compared to the three thousand samples recorded. In addition to this
data fusion improvement, at least 50% of battery is saved by calculating
the peaks in GSR before transmitting the data.
5.4 Magnetometer-based respiration sensor
for chest movement detection
Breathing is a prominent indicator of several problems such as sleep
disorders and many devices have been designed to address the main pa-
rameters for this disease [107, 119]. Accelerometer-based sensors are
designed to detect breathing and communicate through a gateway to a
web service [64, 120]. Non-contact devices have been proposed to detect
breathing [121, 61, 122]. Airflow sensors detect the breathing airflow
measuring a temperature variation at nose level [106, 123, 46]. Capaci-
tance variation sensors have been proposed for detecting respiration rate
and time of apnea [107, 124]. These devices represent a good portion of
a fast-growing world of wearable healthcare. However, steps forward can
be made to overcome several typical problems such as battery lifetime,
size, and comfort for the user. Indeed, complicated algorithms decrease
battery lifetime, while long and bulky cables make devices uncomfort-
able.The use of accelerometers has recently emerged as an alternative
method for monitoring the movement of the chest and abdomen [125].
Single or dual-axis accelerometers can only obtain an optimal breathing
signal when appropriately aligned with the major axis of rotation, but
it is not practicable for real-time application, using a low power micro-
controller [62].
Other methods are based on the reconstruction of the angular movement
induced by breathing, in periods when the patient is otherwise static,
but it does not work for real-time applications yet [62, 126]. During a
respiration cycle, breathing is characterized by an upper body activity,
which involves a displacement of the thoracic rib cage. Especially during
intense physical activities, the entire ventral cavity compresses and ex-
pands. Simultaneously, the abdominal cavity is pushed by the diaphragm
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contraction, moving the abdomen forward. A magnetometer is a simple
sensor that measures magnetic fields and the magnetization of materi-
als. This sensor is usually based on the electromagnetic property of the
earth. The main advantage of using a magnetometer over accelerome-
ter for breathing rate measurement is that movements of the chest can
be obtained from the magnetometer data without complex processing.
In the case of the accelerometer, the movement of the chest must be
obtained from integration of the acceleration using sophisticated algo-
rithms such as Kalman filters [64, 126]. This allows the magnetometer
and signal-processing algorithm to be programmed in a low-power on-site
micro-controller, instead of an external computational unit. Therefore,
only real-time processed data are sent to a gateway (in this work a smart-
phone) for an IoT database, reducing the number of RF transmissions,
improving its battery lifetime.
5.4.1 System architecture
Fig. 5.15 shows a block diagram of the entire wearable system used to de-
tect respiration and compute respiration rate, apnea periods, and move-
ment time. The system integrates an LM303DHLC sensor, an RFduino
module that includes a micro-controller Cortex M0 and a nRF51822
Nordic Semiconductor Bluetooth low energy (BLE) module, Arduino
compatible. The three computed parameters are sent to the cloud using
a smartphone as a gateway.
Figure 5.15: Block diagram of system
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5.4.2 The sensor
An inertial measurement unit (LSM303DLHC from STMicroelectron-
ics) measures the thoracic and abdominal cavity movements, by reading
the corresponding variation in the magnetic vector in real-time. During
breathing, this magnetic vector rotates due to the chest movement. This
rotation changes one of the three magnetic vector components, which is
detected by the sensor (Fig. 5.16). During regular breathing, the body
movement moves the sensor, located on the chest, about 4 mm from its
original position [127]. The average chest wall displacement is detected
by the magnetometer sensor that shows a significant variation of the
magnetic field, which allows distinguishing the waveform of breathing as
described in section IV.
Figure 5.16: Vector magnetic field displacement.
LSM303DLHC contains a magnetic field full scale of ±1.3x104 to ±8.1x104
µT. According to previews works [127] , has been found that the Z-axis
component of the magnetic field (perpendicular to the board) is the most
sensitive to chest movement, as Fig. 5.17 shows. This displacement
causes a changing of magnetic field power of around 0.2 µT in the di-
rection of the shift, which is detected and recorded by the sensor. In
addition, any different body movement is even easily identified, giving
more information about the state of sleep.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.17: (a) Photograph of prototype, (b) Magnetometer sensor
setup. Sensor placed on the body using an elastic chest belt.
5.4.3 Transmitting and computing unit
RFduino [128] is an integrated system-on-chip (SoC), which can receive
data from the magnetometer through the I2C bus and easily transmit it
by using the bluetooth smart protocol to a smartphone. The RFduino
module elaborates data, obtained from the breathing sensor, and ex-
tracts three sleep parameters: respiration rate (RR), apnea periods (AP)
and movement time (MT). The smartphone receives these parameters
and uploads them to a custom IoT database for analysis by a special-
ist. The smartphone can also display the data in a custom made app.
A proof-of-concept prototype is shown in Fig. 5.17. The RFduino, the
magnetometer sensor module and the Lite-on rechargeable battery are
pointed out. The system is packaged in an ad-hoc box, manufactured
using a 3D printer and made of poly-lactic acid (PLA), a wholly bio-
compatible material. An elastic chest belt is used to place the sensor on
the body ( 5.17b). The Bluetooth communication has been implemented
using MIT app inventor®. Data is recollected, and elaborated to be dis-
played on the phone and saved on an IoT analytics platform service (Fig.
5.18) that allows it to compile, visualize and analyze live data streams in
the cloud (ThingSpeak®), which provides instant visualizations of data
posted by a device.
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Figure 5.18: a) Thing-speak® screenshot, b) A phone"s screenshot of
the app
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5.4.4 Data processing
Sampled data are pre-treated by a real-time filtering method, which re-
moves high- and low-frequency noise (as described in sec. 6). Therefore,
an algorithm to detect peaks and troughs is applied, and consequently,
the respiration rate is calculated for each breath. The same module can
calculate time duration of apneas and detect body movements using the
internal accelerometer available in the module.
Fig. 5.19 shows the block diagram of the signal processing applied to
the breathing signal. This signal, which is weak and noisy, is superposed
over a baseline value. Therefore, the average signal is subtracted, and
the result is low-pass filtered to reduce noise. The used algorithm is
explained in section 6, and is here reported for comparison. Since the
filters must be implemented in a low-power micro-controller, exponen-
tial moving average filters are used to reduce the computational charge
and memory. The average signal Xav[n] is estimated using the following
recursive equations from the measured samples X[n]:
Xav[n] = α1X[n] + (1− α1)Xav[n− 1] (5.8)
S[n] = X[n]−Xav[n− 1] (5.9)
Where S[n] is the breathing signal without the baseline signal. Then, the
output breathing signal is obtained from a second exponential moving
average filter:
Y [n] = α2S[n] + (1− α2)S[n− 1] (5.10)
The smoothing factors αi (i=1,2) are between 0 and 1 and are chosen
as a function of the maximum and minimum physic-pathological breath-
ing rate. The filters cut-off frequency can be approximated from the
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Figure 5.19: Block diagram of signal processing
Where T is the sampling period. In this work, α1 and α2 are set to 0.04
and 0.08, respectively.
Block diagram of signal processing Respiration rate and movement detec-
tor The breathing rate, usually expressed in breaths per minute (bpm),
is estimated from the inverse of the interval between two consecutive
peaks. At the same time, the readout of the accelerometer is used to
detect movements applying a comparison with a threshold value. A peak
detection algorithm has been developed to obtain the peaks and troughs
of the filtered breathing signal Y[n]. Details about the implementation
are explained in [8].
A suitable parameter allows calculating the respiration rate with minimal
error. The peak detector is then applied to the filtered signal. When an
interval between two consecutive breathings is longer than 10 seconds,
it is considered as an apnea. In this case, an apnea index is activated
to count the number of apneas during the measurement session. Every
body movement introduces a substantial variation in the magnetometer
signal that is detected by applying a threshold detector before the peak
detection. The accelerometer integrated into the inertial unit can be
used for this purpose. A movement index is defined as a counter which
is uploaded as soon as movement is detected, then it can also be used as
a sleep quality indicator. The breathing rate during this time interval is
ignored.
5.4.5 Results
This section illustrates experiments to detect breathing signal using the
proposed sensor performance . Measurements are compared with a tem-
perature airflow sensor (Fig. 5.20). The temperature airflow sensor con-
sists of a Negative Temperature Controlled (NTC) thermistor located
under the nose. The same algorithm explained in Section 5.4.4 has been
employed. In fact, by measuring the airflow under the nose, a comparable
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result is expected [67]. A thermistor placed under the nose measures the
temperature of the airflow during a regular respiration act. This method
is highly used in low-cost application but suffers from some disadvan-
tages. Since it employs long thin cables for its movement, this sensor
could, therefore, be uncomfortable for the users, especially during long
recordings (for 6 hours at night). In addition, any displacement from the
correct position can cause a weak measurement due to the modified dis-
tance between nose and sensor. An analogue signal amplifier is often used
to overcome this problem even if power consumption is also increased.
The NTC resistance (RNTC) can be measured using the Wheatstone re-
sistive bridge followed by an inverting operational amplifier (Fig. 5.1a).
Figure 5.20: Experimental setup for the NTC thermistor sensor
The output voltage Vout is recorded using the analogue to digital con-
verter (ADC) included into the microcontroller. However, this sensor is
inadequate for people with OBC or nocturnal apnea, whose breath is of-
ten through the mouth during sleep. A wireless magnetometer, placed on
the chest, can measure the breathing with a similar accuracy, in a more
comfortable way, avoiding long, bulky cables. Both two sensors are simul-
taneously connected to the same micro-controller which has been used
as a recording unit to obtain the results that are shown in this section.
The sampling rate is the same for both sensors, 10 Hz=1/10 s. The al-
gorithm, explained before, is applied in post-processing to evaluate three
parameters: respiration rate, duration of apneas and movement events.
A 3D accelerometer, which is embedded in the same module as the mag-
netometer, is also employed to validate the movement detection that is
also captured by the magnetometer sensor. Measurement sections of 200
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s have been performed to compare properties of these sensors. Subjects
are asked to breathe through the nose and recreate apnea and movements
randomly. The magnetometer signal shows a correlated waveform with
the thermistor output for most of the acquiring time (Fig. 5.21).
Figure 5.21: Normalized signal compared. Thermistor (thin line) vs
magnetometer (thick line).
Figure 5.22: Normalized breathing detected with three different sensors.
(a) Chest displacement sensor based on a magnetometer, (b) an airflow
sensor based on thermistor (c) an accelerometer sensor.
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of the three extracted parameters, thermistor
(red line), magnetometer (blue line) (a) bpm computed by the algo-
rithm, (b) apnea and (c) movement detected.
The primary disagreement has been noticed during body movements. In-
deed, the magnetometer is highly sensitive to the movement of the body,
which can be used as a parameter for Sleep Disorder Activity (SDA).
The signals are processed with the same filtering parameter α1 and α2
values. Consequently, the algorithm for peak detection has been applied
to provide respiration rate with every breath. During the experimen-
tation, it has been noticed that body activity is distinguished both by
the accelerometer and the magnetometer (Fig. 5.22), while the airflow
measurement does not show a relation with the body activity. Fig. 5.22
shows a comparison between the accelerometer sensor and the signal cap-
tured by the magnetometer during movements (thin rectangle), while the
thermistor maintains stable behavior. Furthermore, a strong relationship
between the thermistor and magnetometer signal can be appreciated dur-
ing apnea (thick rectangle), while accelerometer does not show significant
variations. The dotted line in Fig. 5.22 shows a case where apnea is recre-
ated during a body changes. In this case, the magnetometer can detect
body changes but not apneas, which is detected by the thermistor that
is not able to identify body movement. As mentioned before, the highest
mismatch in bpm calculation depends on the body activity. Thick rect-
angles in Fig. 5.22 show that applying the algorithm to detect apnea
works correctly when no movement is performed. On the other hand,
the dotted rectangles show missing apnea. Short time spikes are iden-
tified and reported in Fig. 5.23which depend on little drifts during the
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acquisition period, that doesn’t modify bpm calculation. While sleeping,
body repositioning is usually reduced, so that they cannot compromise
the breathing measurements. In this case, results obtained by the airflow
sensor and the magnetometer are very similar. As a result, the algorithm,
applied to both signals, shows a maximum mismatch of around 0.5 bpm
on the average error, measured continuously for 8 hours on a volunteer
during sleeping. This result is acceptable for many applications. In sum-
mary, when the magnetometer detects a movement, it is not even able to
catch the respiration rate, on the other hand, the thermistor is still able
to measure breathing rate, but it cannot detect movements, and mouth
breathing sensors show a good match. Since the algorithm estimates the
breathing rate of each breath, the calculation shows some local errors
due to the movement or a small variation (for instance, some breathing
through the mouth). After passing the transient filter response at the
start-up, the difference between waveforms is consistent for most of the
recording time. Fig. 5.25a shows the correlation between respiration rate
calculated from the thermistor and the same parameter derived from the
magnetometer for a sampling. Despite some local error, the correlation
coefficient remains over 0.85, and the average breathing value is also very
similar (Fig. 5.25b shows the distribution of the average error).
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Figure 5.24: Comparison between thermistor and magnetometer sensor
for 5 minute recording during a regular working activity. (a) Airflow at
the level of the nose (b) Displacement (c) difference between thermistor
and magnetometer measurements.
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Figure 5.25: (a) Analysis of correlation between the normalized thermis-
tor and magnetometer measurements, (b) histogram of the difference
between the breathing rate obtained with the two sensors.
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5.4.6 Power consumption
Breathing analysis for detecting major diseases may need several days,
so a long-life battery is necessary. For each wearable device, the bat-
tery is a crucial issue due to its needs to be small enough to fit into
the device while at the same time, it must deliver the right amount of
energy to power the sensor for the entire period of measurement, avoid-
ing a battery replacement. By a continuous recording and transmitting
with one of the lowest power consumption technology available in the
marketplace (a Bluetooth low energy based sensor [124]), a measurement
for an entire night is not achievable if a small coin battery is considered.
BLE is one of the most widely wireless communication technics used for
sleep monitoring and body parameters monitoring for its low power and
adaptability [125]. BLE allows the minimum power consumption by set-
ting the sample rate to 100ms that guarantee a proper signal processing.
Since RFduino needs only 3 ms to elaborate data and transmit it, a con-
sistent amount of energy can be saved. A BLE module can manage the
time of activity, going into a sleep mode state that is an ultra-low power
state, reducing power consumption. The proposed algorithm also reduces
transmissions since it updates data every breath (approximately every 4
seconds). Fig. 5.26 shows the current consumption of the device, consid-
ering the micro-controller in three different states. The measurement has
been performed using an oscilloscope monitoring the supply current. Fig.
5.26a shows the BLE always on without considering sleep mode state;
figure 5.26b shows the power consumption for 50% of the time in sleep
mode. Since the sampling rate is 10Hz, it can remain in sleep mode for
the entire period saving more than 85% of energy. Fig. 5.26c shows the
amount of time spent in the calculation. Fig. 5.26b shows the event of
transmitting that appears with every breath. The battery life in normal
operating mode is around 25 hours, whereas by using the algorithm is
more than 150 hours using a typical 3V Lite-on battery (150 man).
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Figure 5.26: Power consumption (a) Microprocessor active 100% of
the time (b) Microprocessor active 50% of the time (c) Microprocessor
active 5% of the time
5.4.7 Discussion and comparison with other devices
Table 5.2 shows a comparison of different available works about breath-
ing monitoring and sleeps quality, to demonstrate the potential applica-
tion of the described sensor. Various sensor technologies are considered.
Many wearable devices have been designed for sleep activity, but they
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can measure only some parameters. Commercial wristbands use the ac-
celerometer as a pedometer and a sleep movement detector, but these
devices cannot measure the breathing rate or apnea periods. Further-
more, many of the technologies analyses in Table 5.2 are sensible to the
body movements. However, in sleep monitor applications, the duration
of body movement events is small compared with the total analysis time.
Also, a movement detector during sleep delivers useful information about
the sleep quality or into detection of some types of epilepsies. On the
other hands, these sensors are not appropriate for sports applications
because the body is in constant movement. In these case, more invasive
sensors such as based on thermistors [67, 129], spirometers or rip belts,
which are often used in short time effort tests, can be used. In sleep ap-
plications an appropriate result is performed by no-contact devices like
camera [130, 14, 131] and microphones [132] that do not need to be in-
stalled on the body. On the other hand, these sensors are not personal,
and the presence of another user in the same environment can cause a
weak measurement. In the case of a camera-based sensor, the body ori-
entation is also critical and cannot be changed during the analysis, that
is not practical for sleep monitoring. The portability and the low com-
putational charge of the proposed sensor make it ideal for an extended
period measurement, without any other device connected. Some personal
breathing sensors [133] are based on accelerometers, but these techniques
require complex processing techniques to obtain the chest movement that
cannot be calculated on board, and it is performed on external comput-
ers after recording the data. Therefore, all the sampled data must be
wirelessly transmitted reducing the battery life. Furthermore, breathing
analysis may need several days to detect major diseases, so a long-life
battery is necessary. BLE is one of the most widely wireless communica-
tion technics used for sleep and body parameters monitoring for its low
power and adaptability [134, 135].
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Table 5.2: Comparison with other breathing sensors
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The feasibility of a wearable device to detect apneas and breathing rate
based on a magnetometer sensor has been presented and tested. A mag-
netometer has been fully integrated into a small wearable device with
wireless capability. An algorithm for calculating respiration rate has been
presented and applied to the data from the magnetometer and compared
for verification to an airflow sensor based on a thermistor with excellent
results. An increase of battery life has been demonstrated by applying
an ad-hoc algorithm.
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Inspired by the exponential growth of the IoT in biomedical fields, this
Thesis has faced overall issues on multiple technologies which are nowa-
days accessible in the marketplace. The primary scientific contribution
regarded a broad perspective for detecting well-being parameters using a
non-invasive, light-weight, low-cost, and low-energy approach. By start-
ing with a claimed RFID technology, the best-addressed challenge has
been the reshaping of tags, which are not ideated to be placed on the
body. The study was directed in the electromagnetic point of view at
the hardware and the system level, but also on the sensing aspect of the
whole design, taking into account a real environment. A good perfor-
mance regarding conformability design, reading distance and tempera-
ture reliability have been achieved. The measured reading distance for
epidermal tags allows monitoring the users while they are crossing a gate
or around no-contact contactless barriers. Therefore, a real-life ability
has been confirmed by the experiments, and a proper matching between
requirements and achievements provides a step forward for the RFID in
medical uses. The effectiveness of the RFID technology depends on its
wholly passive nature that reduces its cost and enables disposable ap-
plications. Their performances have been demonstrated for real-time,
spotted discontinuous cases. This approach is overall indicated for track-
ing and monitoring a significant amount of users in public areas likewise
airports and stations. One of the most exciting alternatives to the pas-
sive RFID has been the FSS-based sensors that enable a better resolu-
tion and a high accuracy regarding sensing capability, still having a low
price and a semi-passive behaviour. With top performances regarding
wearability, battery life and reading distances, FSS-based are also very
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versatile, and high adaptability has been demonstrated by fabricating
and testing various prototype for many frequency ranges. Furthermore,
the FSSs are robust to the human body variability thanks to their wide
frequency range, and the body presence and lossy substrates do not sig-
nificantly reduce their performance. It has also been demonstrated they
hold a longer reading distance than the RFID, introducing new scenarios.
Moreover, the most accurate efficacy of the FSS-based allows measuring
more complex body parameters, such as the respiration rate, by measur-
ing the airflow temperature, that consequently also enable a wide range
of new applications. Therefore, this property makes FSS-based sens-
ing helpful in the continuous home measurement, where a combination
of long-term recording and reliability are necessary. Despite RFID and
FSS-based sensing are quite similar, an objective comparison emphasizes
their differences regarding the usage permitted. Finally, a stable active
alternative is also discussed here to indicate its advantages and disadvan-
tages compared with the technologies above. This thesis demonstrates
the usability of the BLE as a transmission method for breathing sensors
based on a simple commercial magnetometer. The main benefits here
discussed regard a smart onboard computation algorithm, which reduces
consistently the amount of data transmitted, consequently decreasing the
energy used in connections and also, the volume of the stored data. The
possibility to arrange different sensors on the same board, increases the
robustness of the calculation method, obtaining more reliable informa-
tion which has been proved by adding the GSR information for detecting
apnea and a deep breath. Another conferred advantage depends on its
high compatibility with several consumer electronics which provide to use
commercial smartphones as gateways to spread real-time details on web
platform with any uses of other customized infrastructures. On the other
hand, this more complex and rigid structure reduces the conformability
on the body, forcing a redesign/reshaping that is not always achievable.
The analogue mode is however considered a preferred choice also if the
strategy to save energy can be implemented with structured technology
or standardized protocols. The reduced amount of on body electronics
is a benefit to reduce size, weight and dimension of batteries, enabling a
not-invasive conformability on the human body.
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6.1 Open issues and Future Research
Despite the significant achievements, various points are still open and at-
tractive for future research aspects. The first aspect involves the RFID-
based sensing. Notwithstanding a very low-energy activation threshold
of the new generation of tags, the human body is still a visible obstacle to
the radiation pattern, which deteriorates their performances. Research
orientated on the reader design could increase its sensitivity, enabling a
longer reading distance. New studies have demonstrated that an improve-
ment in reader sensitivity can push forward the usability of the RFID
in the medical field. Reading ranges can also be improved by including
new materials capable of separating the body with satisfying electromag-
netic performances. Furthermore, the RFID technology, as well as the
FSS-based sensing, is highly versatile and reshapeable. That fact opens
multiple possibilities for combination with biocompatible, biodegradable
materials aligning these communication methods with the vision of the
epidermal electronics. Moreover, FSS-based sensors are also more flex-
ible because its semi-passive nature needs a few amounts of energy to
power the sensors and alternative harvesting methods can be tested to
eradicate the use of batteries. Peltier cells can be employed to exploit
the body temperature to power up the sensors running in standalone
mode. Wearable medical sensors are still far to be considered commer-
cially available because this modern approach should be intensely tested
and their reliability has to be validated. Therefore, many tests must be
assessed by physicians and medical staff before becoming a new powerful
toolbox. Finally, to implement the absolute idea of the “lab on skin”, the
sensing functionalities of the epidermal radio-sensor must be expanded,
and more applications for healthcare can be studied and tested.
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